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articipatory action research has · an 
extensive history in many fields of ·social 
practice. Our aim in this 1chapter is to 

develop the view of participatory action research 
that has shaped our own theory and practice.dur
ing recent years. We begin with a short overview 
of the evolution of our .own thinking and the influ
ence of several generations of action research. In 
our chapter on "Participatory. Action Research" for 
the second edition of this Handbook, we identified 
several key approaches to action research, the 
sites and settings where they are most frequently 
used, several criticisms that have been advanced 
for each, and key sources to explore them 
(Kemmis & McTaggart, 2000). The approaches 
identified were a somewhat eclectic mix-partic
ipatory research, classroom action research, 
action learning, action science, soft systems 
approaches, and industrial .action research. We 
summarize those aP,proaches again here but do 
not reiteratt: our views of ~em in thi~ ch~pter. We 
acknowledge the influence of each approach on 

'I 

,. 

the field and as stimulus to reflection on our own 
ideas and practices. 

For our current purposes, we proceed to 
develop a comprehensive view of social practice 
and reflect on aspects of our own work that we 
term "myths, misinterpretations, and mistakes" 
to move toward reconceptualizing research itself 
as a social practice. Thinking about research as 
a social practice leads us to an exploration of 
Habermas's notion of the public sphere as a way 
of extending the theory and practice of action 
research. We hope that this argument shows more 
clearly how participatory action research differs 
from other form; qf social inquiry, integrating 
more clea~ly its political and methodological 
intentions. We anticipate that this argument will 
provide direction for a new generation of partici
patory 1 action research, and we trust that it will 
strengthen the theory and practice of participa
tory action research 4I the many fields and set
tings that draw on its intellectually and morally 
rich traditions, ideas, and challenges. 
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i!1 THE FAMILY OF ACTION RESEARCH 

Action research began with an idea attributed to 
social psychologist Kurt Lewin. It first found 
expression in the work of the Tavistock Institute 
of Human Relations in the United Kingdom 
(Rapaport, 1970), where Lewin had visited in 1933 
and 1936 and had maintained contact for many. 
years. Lewin's (1946, 1952) own earliest publica
tions on action research related to . cmpmunity, 
action programs in the United States ddringahe 
1940s. However, it is worth noting that Airichter 
and Gstettner ( 1997) argued that there were earlier, 
more "actionist" approaches to action research in 
community development practiced by H. G. 
Moreno, for example, working with prostitutes in 
Vienna at the turn of the 20th century. Nevertheless, 
it was Lewin's work and reputation that gav:~iwP!!" · · 
tus to the action research movements in many dif
ferent qisciplines. Stephen Corey initiated action 
research in education in the United States soon after 
Lewin's work was published (Corey, 1949, 1953). 
However, efforts to reinterpret and justify action 
research in terms of the prevailing positivistic ide
ology in the United States le~ to' a' temporary 
decline in its development there"(Kemiiiis; 1981 ). 

A second generation of action research, build
ing on a British trii<:lition' dfaetion 'research in 
organizational · developnrent 'i·champiorre'd : by 
researchers at the Tavisto'ck' In~:tifute : (Rap.aport, 
1970), began· in Britain· with 'the Ford Te<khing 
Project dii'ected by John Elliott and Clem Adelman 
(Elliott & Adelman, :'1973). Recognition in 
Australia of the "practical'J character of the British 
initiative led to calls for more explicitly "critical" 
and "emancipatory" action research (Carr & 
Kemrnis, 1986). Tlie critical impulse in Australian 
action research was paralleled by similar advoca
cies iri Europe '(Brock-Utne, 1980). These advoca
cies and efforts for their realization were" called 
the third generation of action research. A fourth 
generation of action research emerged in the con
nection between critical emancipatory action 
research and participatory action -research that 
had developed in the context of social movements 
in the developing world, championed by people 
such as Paulo Freire, Orlando Fals Borda, Rajesh 

Tandon, Anisur Rahman, and Marja-Liisa Swantz 
as well as by North American and British workers 
in adult education and literacy, community devel
opment, and development studies such as Budd 
Hall, Myles Horton, Robert Chambers, and John 
Gavehta. TWd''k:ey ·themes were ·{a)'the develop: 
ment of theoretical arguments for more "actionist" 
approa~h~s to. <~:ctiop res~¥c~-al)~· (~) the need fo~ 

.. 'p'atticipator};"·actloh .re§e'ar&ets ' to 'make links 
with broad social movements. 
. : :-' ; .) :./~~ (~: ~ i . -! ! ' 

Participatory Research 

~art,ic~patpry r~~~arc~ i,s. a,~ ~t~r,n~_tiye'philoso~ 
phy of social res~arch (and social liteTvivencia]) 
'ofteri associated; \Vith -social! ~iaJSformation in 
the Third World. It has roots in liberation theology 
a~~- p~o-,Ma~st app~q~ch~~- toi~O.Iffil.l~}}'ty devel
opment (e.g., in Latin America) but also has rather 
liberal origins in human rights activism (e.g., in 
Asia). Three particular attributes are often used to 
distinguish participatory research from conven
tional research: shared ownership of research 
projects, community-based analysis of social 
problems, and an orientation toward comrij~ity 
action.•Given its commitment to social, econbmic, 
and political development responsive to the neeas 
and ·opinions of ordinary people; prop'onents of 
participatory research have highlighte~ the politics 
of.conventional social researCh, arguing that ortho
dox social sciepce, despite ·its· daim to value neu
trality, normally serves the'ideological function of 
justifying the position and interests of the wealthy 
and powerful (Fals Borda· &· Rahman, ·1991; 
Forester, Pitt, & Welsh, 1993; Freire, 1982; 
Greenwood & Levin, 2000, 2001; Hall, Gillette, & 
Tandon, 1982; Horton, Kohl; & Kohl, 1'990; 
McGuire, 1987; McTaggart, 1997; Oliveira & Darcy, 
1975; Park, Brydon-Miller, Hall, & Jackson, 1993). 

I I • I 

c;ritical Action Re~earch 

Critical action research exjJresses a commitment 
to !:iring together 'broad social ancilysis-the self
reflective collective self-study of practice, the way in 
which language· is used, organiZation and power in 
a local situation, and action to improve things. 
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Critical action research is strongly .represented in 
the literatures of educational action research, and 
there it emerges from dissatisfactions with class
room action research that typically does not take a 
broad iView of the role of.th~ rel~tiQnsh!p,bet;ween 

education and social change.)t has a strong.com
rnitment to participation as we~ a,s to11the .social 
analyses. in th~ critical social·science1traditiqn .that 
reveal the disempowerm~nt ~.9 injustice creat.ed, in 
industrialized societies.· During recent times, crith 
cal , action research has also attempted to . take 
account of dis.advantage attributable to gender anq 
ethnicity as well as to social class, its initi~ .point of 
reference (Carr & Kemmis, 198(?; Fay, 198?; Henry; 
1991; Kemmis, 1991; Marik.a, Ngurruwutthun, & 
White, 1992; McTaggart, 1991a, 1991b, 1997; Zuber-
Skerritt, 1996). 1 • 

Classroom Action Research 
I 

Classroom action research typically involves 
the,. use of qualitative interp.retive·,modes of 
inquiry and data collection. by ,teachers (often 
with help from academics) with a N"iew to teachers 
making judgments about how to improve their 
own practices. The practice of classroom action 
research has a long tradition but has· swung in and 
out of favor, ,principally because the theoretical 
work that justified it lagged behind the progres
sive educational movements that .breathed life 
into it at certain historical IIJ.Oments (McTaggart, 
1991a; Noffke, 1990, ·1997). Primacy' is given to 
teachers' self-pnderstandings•and judgments. The 
emphasis .is "practical;' that is, on the interpreta
tions that teachers and· stlldents are making and 
acting on in .the situation. In other words, class
room action research is, not just practical idealis
tically, in a utopian way, or just about how 
interpretations might be different "in theory"; it·is 
also pra,ctical.in Aristotle's sense of practical rea
soning about how .to act rightly and properly in a 
situation with which one is confronted. If univer
sity researchers are involved, their role is a service 
role to .the teachers. Sue~ university researchers 
are.'often· advocates for ".teachers' knowledge" and 
may 'disavow or. seek .to diminish the relevance 
of more theoretical discourses such as critical 

theory (Dadds, 1995; Elliott, 1976-19n; Sagor, 
1992; Stenhouse, 1975; Weiner, 19a9). 

Action Learning ')I 

Action learning has its origins in the work 
of advocate Reg Revan$, who saw traditional 
approaches to management inquiry as unhelpful in 
sb1~tfi'g ! ffi.e p~obleffi:s of organizations. Revans's 
~!&1}(-wdrk · W,iih colliery managers attempting to 
iitlfitoV'J!#."Ilrtq;iace safety ma~ks a signifieant illrn
in'}f~gif{f £6t the'rolJ of professors, engaging them 
aiP~etlytilihiaH~gement problems in orgahiiations. 
·:uTR~1'fiftPdafu~ntal idea of action learning is to 
·,~:~n~r1>~oa. ot 11 11 , , , 

ormg P.eople #together to learn from each others 
~~~f&n?e:s:'rli~l~' is. ~mphasis on studying one's 
.. lo.:Stil.'? •. h!l .. !6b!,1h .. •;;..; ·· h th l . ., . own sttl,latlOn, c ar u 1 mg w at e orgamzatlon 1s 
tryin{tH'~[lliJ~~~~a·wO:rkini to re'moye obsta
cles.' ic~'f is};'~lifi?J§l ~te orgariiiationai' efficacy 

··· · .. ~ .. v L~7~JiJ.:.-·r·· ·~ 1·· 1 
1

• and efficten.cy, allliough advocates of action learn-
ing affitfrl ;tiU¥a~lf[l ~utp~se ~nd content of their .. ' , .... ,.,.~:U::m jil';. ... ,,, II ' • 

own work iind .of" tHe m~nagers tliey seek to 
' I . ~lf:u;hE'i< . I \1 1 t 

engage in the pfoces~_,lq~tl<, 1972; Pedler, 1991; 
Revans, 1980, 198iJ: !I'l..:,!lt~~ ;~111 • 

I~ -..' fl• ' I I 0 

Action Science 

Action science emphasizeJ the'~t~dy of prnc
tice in organizational settings! aS. a soutce of new 
unaerstandings and improved .pr.iu;:tice. lfhe field 
of action science systematically,.b.tiilds the rela
tionship between academic organizational .psy
chology and practic.::al problems as they are 
experienced in organiziitions. It identifies two 
aspects of professional knowledge: (a) the formal 
knowledge that all ·competent members of the 
profession are thought . to share .and into which 
professionals are inducted .during their initial 
training and (b) the professional knowledge of 
interpretation aild,tenactment. A .distinction is 
also made between the professional's "espoused 
theory" and "theories in use:' and "gaps" between 
these are used as points of reference for change. A 
key factor in analyzing these gaps between theory 
and practice is helping the professional to unmask 
the "cover-ups" that are put in place, especially 
when participants are 'feeling anxious 1 or threat
ened. The approach aspires to the development of 
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the "reflective practitioner" (Argyris, 1990; 
Argyris & SchOn, 1974, 1978; Argyris; Putnam, & 
McLain Smith, 1985; Reason, 1988; SchOn, 1983, 
1987, 1991). 

Soft Systems Approaches 

So,ft systems appro11ches J;tave tlleir ~rigins in 
organizations that use so-called "hji{P systems'.' of 
engineering, especially for industrial production. 
Soft syste~ns methodology is the human'"~ystems" 
analogy for systems engineeriJ;tg that has devel
oped a~ the science of prpduct C).nd information 
flow. It is qefined as opposit~ona,l to positivistic 
science with its emphasis 0~ hypoth~sis testing. 

J I 1 I 

The researcher (typically an outside consultant) 
assumes a rol~ as d~SC).lSSion partner Of trainer in a 
real problem sit1,1ation. The r~searcher works with 
participants to generate some (systems) models of 
the situation and uses the models to question the 

' I ' ' 

situ~tion anp to suggest a revised course ?f ~ction 
(Checkland, 1981; Chec~and & Scholes, 1990; 
Davies & Ledington, 1991; Flood & Jackson, 1991; 
Jackson, 1991; Kolb, 1984). 

. ' 
Industrial Action Research 

•' r • \•"J.I ; 

Industrial action research , has an _extended 
history, dating back to the post-L~wmian influ
ence in organizational'psychology ·and organiza
tional developmt;.nt in the Tavistock Institut~ •of 
Human Relations in Britain and the R~search 
Center for Group D.ynamics ·in the. United Stat~s. 
It is typically consultant driven, with very strong 
advocacies for collaboration between social scien
tists and members of different levels of the orga
nization. The. work ·is often couched in •lthe 
language of workplace democratization, but more 
recent explorations have aspired more explicitly 
to the democratization of the research act itself, 
following the theory and practice of the participa
tory research movement. Especially •in its more 
recent manifestations, industrial action research 
is differentiated from action science and its 
emphasis on cognition taking a preferred focus 
on reflection and the need for broader organiza
tional and social change. Some advocacies have 

used critical theory as a resource to ekpress 
aspirations for more participatory forms of work 
and •evaluation, but more typically the style is 
somewhat humanistic and individualistic rather 
than critical. Emphases on social systems in orga
nizations, such as improving organizational effec
tiveness 'and employee relatiQns, are common. 
Also,ithe•l:ewifiian•aspiration to learn from trying 
to brihg ·about chapge is• a strong theme (Bravette, 
1996; ·Elden; ·1983; •·Eni'ery ·& Thorsrud, 1976; 
Emery, Tho~srud, & ·,Trist, 1969; Foster, 1972; 
Levin, 1985; .Pasmbte & •-Friedlander, 1982; 
Sandkull,.J980; TorBert: 1991; Warmington, 1980; 
Whyte,1989,1991}:' ~ .: •. 1 

t ":• I r o 1 

ft THE EMERGENCE OF CiiTICAL 

PARTICIPATORY ACTION RESEARCH 

' · ~ , ~! · }. • • r 

Until the late 1990s, the hallmark of the action 
research field was eclecticism.• Although the 
Lewin ian idea was often used· as ta .fir:st point of 
legitimation; quite different rationale's and prac
tices had emerged -in different disciplines! The 
sequestering of much literature uncler discipli
nary rubrics meant that there was little dialogue 
between groups of different practitioners and 
advocates~ Increases in visibility and popularity of 
the·,approaches rapidly changed this. There were 
large' increases in scale and attendance at the 
world congresses on participatory action research 
as well as burgeoning interest at international 
sociological conferences. Action research reemer
ged as an influential approach in the United States 
(Greenwood & Levin, 2000, 2001). New associa
tions between researchers and a vast ·literature of 
critique of modernity and -its' insinuation of capi
talist, neocapitalist, and postcapitalist state and 
social systems into social life created both the 
impetus for and the possibility of·dialogue. The 
historical and geographical distribution of action 
research approaches around the world and ·their 
interrelationships were better understood. 

. Critical· participatory action research emerged 
as • par:t of this dialogue. It1aimed to provide a 
frame JOf reference .for comprehension and cri
tique of itself and its predecessors and to offer a 
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way of working that addressed rampant individu- rather whether they have a strong and authentic 
I 

alism, disenchantment, and t!Ie dominance of sense of development and evolution in their prac-
instrumental reason-the key features of the tices, their understimdings of their practices, and 
"malaise of modernity" (Taylor,, 1991). ,C~i~cal the siJuatio,~s in which they practice. 
participatory action research, as we now under- Each of the steps outlined in the spiral of self-
stand it, also creates a way of reinterpreting our · · r~flection is best undertaken collaboratively 
own views of action research as they dev~l,op .., by "·coparticipants in the participatory action 
practically, theoretically, and pedagogicatly o'\T~r '. te"s~a'fch · proce~s. Not all theorists of action 
time (e.g., Carr & K~mmis, 1986; Kemmis .& _ research lplace this emphasis on collaboration; 
McTaggart, 1988a, 1988b, 2000; McTaggart, 1991·a):-•• : ~ th~y-argue,that action research is frequently a 
Before we revisit some of the myths, misinterpre-·' 

1 
solitary··process of systematic self-reflection. We 

tations, and mistakes associated with our - w~rk · · concede that.,it.is often so; nevertheless, we hold 
over three decades, we present a summary of that particip~tory action research is best concep-
what we have regarded as the key features of par- tualize - tn -Collaborative terms. Participatory 
ticipatory action research. We do this to identify • -'acifioR~s~~ch.is itself asocial-and educational-
some key principles as markers of progress, but ,pioctrst «ihe "subjects" of participatory action 
we then look back at our own experience to resea~ch undertake their research as a social prac-
develop what might potentially be seen as the tice. Moreover, the "object" of participatory action 

·- J ~ ~ l • rationale for a new generation of ctitical partici- resear~li is s .... o~icil; participatory action research 
patory action research. is __ ~recte t6ward studying, reframing, and 

Key Features of 
Participatory Ac\ion Research 

1 
' 

Although t.he prQcess .of participatory action 
research is only poprly d~scribed in .terms of a 
mechaniq1l , sequenc~1 of steps, .. it. is generally 
thought to involve a ,spjral of, self-reflective cycles 
of the following: J ,, 

•' I' 

• Planning a ·cha~ge -:- -, • - -, 
• Acting and opser~i~g ~h~ process and conse

quences of the change 
• Reflecting' on 'fuese processes and consequences 

·. -. ·.:Replan;Hh~'r • · ·rr· .w·.u • 1 • ... , • 

i • "'Aeting·aiid ·bbservihg again· ,. • · - • ,. 
• Reflecting again, rurd· so:orl r. · •. , . 

lrn: t'"·-·.rn,;i'fl'~!k!1 ,j('i;" '· ! l · · 

. ·Figure 2-3~f!f ,presentsnthis 1spiral of self-reflec
tionm diagrammatic forhv ln.reality, the process 
inight inot be • as ·n~at• as., this spiral .;of self
contairied cycles.o£.planning;-acting and observ
ing, and 'reflecting 1suggests; J he 1stages overlap, 
and initial plans ·quickly becbme--,obs,olete in' the 
light of learning· from experience .. In·•reality, the 
process ·is like~y -;to •lbe more1 fluid, open;.·and 
responsiv~tllie c'riterion of success is not whether 
participants have followed the steps faithfully but 

re~o!lltru<:tii,lgjgcial practices. If practices are con
stitutedmsocial interaction between people, chang-

r,!., I It .•,ap' 
ing P,ractices) s,,a social process. To be sure, one 

~~ '-'•l t <• !fo I " 

person may cha~ge ~Jllat others are obliged to 
react 2!' .:Je_spQnq"'"'differ~4~Y .to that individual's 
ch~~~~.)l~haviO't~the"'willing and committed 
in{rilvement 'Q.f.~tliose·IWhose interactions consti
tute the practice is necessary, in the end, to secure 
and legitimate the change. Participatory action 
research16ffers an opportunity to create forums in 
which 'p~gpj~~~!1i5iQP.~J Stn9m~r-as cop~:tici
pants 'in the sthlggie to ·remake the practices in 
which they interact-fdrums in which rationality 
and democr~ay,can'be 1purs'ued together without 
an artificial sep;ir.ation:ultimately hostile to both. 
In !his. bbpk.tBetween F~cts . anii Norms, Jurgen 
Habermas .a escrJbe'd .:this process in, terms of 
"opening 1 communi~ative .space" (Haberm'as, 
19.96), a ·theme:to_which we return later. 

·At its best, then, participatory action research is 
a social process of.collabo:rative learning realized by 
groups dfpeople,.who join together in changing the 
practic~s through )Which they interact in a shared 
social world in which, for bett~r or worse, we live 
with the consequences of one ·another's actions. 

It should alsoLbe stressed that participatory 
action research involves• the investigation of 
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'" . 

p.EF.LECT 

~ -·-~.--· -·----~·~··-··· ~·: __ 
· ACT & OBSE.RVE 

'I 

• I 

• 1 

'. 
·.If 

'''· 
Figure 23.1. The Action Res~'arch Spiral 1 

actual practices and not 1abstract practices. It 
involves learning about the real, material, con
crete, and particular practices '·of particular 
people in particular places. Although, of course, 
it is not possible to suspend the inevitable 
abstraction that occurs whenever we use lan
guage to name, describe, interpret, and evaluate 
things; participatory action research differs from 
other forms of research in being more obstinate 
about its focus on changing ·particular practi
tioners' particular practices. Participatory action 
researchers may be interested · in •practices in 
general or in the abstract, but their principal 
concern is in changing practices · in "the here 

. ~ .. _.,·1 r~. ·,h\ .... 
.J:~~ .. H ·!1.\; ·' 

f '! · .. ,;,j)i ··,{(f.;.,\ . : 

)J I --; I ; ~ . J ••• 

' . 
• I' 

I ,.• • 

and now:' In our view, partic,ip,atory action 
researchers do not need to apologize for seeing 
their work as mundane and mired in history; on 
the contrary, by doing so, they may avoid some of 
the philosophical•and practical ;dailgers .. Q.fEthe 
idealism that suggests that a more abstfact:N-Jew 
of practice might· make it· possible to Jt.nmscend 
or rise above history and to;avoid.t4e aehisions 
of the view that it' is possible to,&d·a~safe haven 
in abstract propositions thatqm'stru~ but do 'not 
themselves 1 constitute practit~; P.aiticipatory 
action research is a 1:leafning ~pro"c:ess 'whose 
fruits !are the real and materihllth!inges in the 
following: .. i .-' ..... ')/t! t··>·" ,t,,;, ~ • ~~~ ·•r . . ·• 
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• What people do 
• How people interact with the world and with 

others 
• What people· mean and what they value 
• The disco.urses .in ,which people understand and 

interpret their world \' 

.. • ·I! r , ... · i• • r.• I 
Through participatory action research, p~opl~ 

can come to understand thaf___jimd how-their 
social and educational practices are located 
in, and are the product ·of1 particular material, 
social, and historical circumstances that produ.ced 
them and by which they are reproduced in every
day social interactiori ~in 'a particular setting. By • 
understanding their practices .. as the prQduct of 
particular circumstances, participatory action 
researchers become alert to clues about how it 

·'' I I .1 .. . 

may be possible to transform the practices they 
are producing and reproducing through their cur
rent ways of working. If their current practices.are 
the product] of.one , particul_arhset~o,f 4t!~~tions, 
conditions, and circumstances, Other (or trans-,,,;.n..,.lfu,,,,n ..... ,.. r"' 
formed) practices ·may be, nroduced ana rt:pro-

, f.)·rooool'1 •. ~ 
duced under lothei'

1
. ( or,,transformed) intentions, 

d. . '\O;Jfl.l'iJS:'Ill ml'll;>.v~ hnti I. t:'· ~ con ttlons, anu ctrcumstances. 
Focusing on practic!!S in ... a concrete and 

specific way maJ.¢s ~th~,W accessjplt; for reflectiqn, 
discussion, and reconstruction' as pro duds of past 

• - •- r. ,l>:lal!lbfiLI !'ViJrt1 ,, ~- • 
ctrcumstances that are capaPle of bemg modtfied . ~~ ~ m and for present and future ' crrcumstances. 
While recognizing.,'thaf~fiie'lreal;:, sJa~e:.--time 
realization of every practic0~ transient and 
evanescent, and that it•can be conceptualized only 
in the inevitably ·abstract (but comfortingly 
imprecise) terms that -language provides, partici
patory action researchers aim to understand their 
own particular p,ract~~es ·as they emerge-in their 
own particul~~?~ff'cum's.hfficM\vith'out reducing 
them to the ,ghostly·tstatus ·of the general, :the 
abstract, or the ideal~or, perhaps one should say, 
the' unreal. , , · .,,!!J "'l' ill~o:>'Jl Jl .i' 1 ,r,~ ,1\l ll• 11 

. If part,Lcipatoify tgGfjonJt§~!ifch: tis;unqe!sto.QQ. 
in • such terms,; then ;throqgli.:.th~.f Jhyes(ig!ltiQI.lS; 
participa~ory• ao.tio_nl.t~s!larcp.ets 1 if!l~y .. ,wanh to 
b_ecome especially.,s.eusiti¥e ltoflh~ W.ay~ .in ~hich 
their .particular practkes are:soeial_. prqctices of 
material, •symbolic, ,and s.ot:ial .1 

• communication, 
• production, and 
• social organization, 

~ 

which shape and are .shaped by social slJlf~Ctures in 
,_ I .J ' f 

il the cultiirallsymbolic realm, 
il • the economic realm, and 
-.j · the'sociopolitical realm, 

which shape and are shaped by the social media of 
.1 ' I 

~ ~ '• language/discourses, 

·- ·~ wQrk, rui'd 
• ~· f 'l'll ,, t 

-•.~ PO'Ver, 

',I 

which largely shape, but also can be shaped by, 
P!lrticipan~s'.klfbwledge expressed in their 

_ ~.\ wid1;staitdirlgs; 
• . • ,, skiils, and I 

.<"-'( 11!1 ;'I;' 
• va ues, 

' l' .... ,.. 

which; in turn, shape and are shaped by their 
social~'tac~tice's of materhil, symbolic: and social . .., 

• · c<iminunication, 1 
• ~.. , •• , 

• production, and . · , ';, .• : l 

.i , S?~ial organizati~n, and .s!l ~~- h ..,.,. r- , , 

These relationships are represented diagrammat-• ically in Figure i3.2. 
Participatory action r~~earchers 

1 
might con

sid~r,1 for example, povr, tp~ir ac~s of communi
c~!~on, production, an~ . soq~~ organization are 
intertwin~d 1~d 14Iteq~l,ate~ in the real and par
ticular p~~.ft~ces , t:Jtat ~onqect thexp to others in 
the r~~ ~i~.a~iop.s,_ ifuwhich they find themselves 
( e.g.;-:ccimmunities,- neighborhoods, families, 

1 r~:"li.., 11·ui.H·~\ %!;i~'rl1i .'t! li~ · k l' ) Th ·, • · ' s~c o~ s; , . ~plt,~s, ,ower wor p aces . ey con-
sig~r.~mv, J>r. .co~aqoratively changing the ways in 
wh_ich t9ey p,articipate with others in these prac
\1~~~; t;p~y, c.ap1 ·~hange the practices themselve~, 
tJ:!.eii,un.dl?rstandjpgs of these practices, and th!! 
situa,(iPIJS in which they live and wot:k .. 

For many people, the image of the spiral of 
cycles 9f self-reflection (planning, acting and 
ob.servfug, reflepting, replanning, etc.) has bec;:ome 
th~ dominant fe.ature of. action re~earch ~s , <!Il 
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Cognitive understandings . . 
,, Skills,, 
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I . 

'· 

• 1 

... 

Figure 23.2. Recursive Relationships of Social Mediation That A~tion Research Aims to Transform 
• • ; 1 I •"1'J 

appr-oach. In our view, participatory action 
research has seven other key .features that are at' 
least as important as the self-reflective spiral. · 

1 ~ Participatory action research is a social process. 
Participatory action research deliberately explores 
the relationship between the realms of the individual 

It • I 

and the sociaL It recognizes that "no individua
tion is possible without socialization; ··and 'no 
socialization is possible without individuation'' 
(Habermas, 1992b, p. 26), and that·theJPrqcesses 
of individuation and socializatibn) continue to 
shape 'indiv_iduqls and social relationships .in all 
of the settings in •which ·we . find oursdves. 
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Participatory action research is a process followed 
in research in settings such as those of education 
and community development, when people
individually and collectively-try to understand 
how they are formed and reformed as individuals, 
and in relation to one another in a variety of set
tings, for example, when teachers work together 
(or with students) to improve processes of teach
ing and learning in the classroom. 

2. Participatory action research is participatory. 
Participatory action research engages people in 
examining their knowledge (understandings, skills, 
and values) and interpretive categories (the ways 
in which they interpret themselves and their action 
in the social and material world). It is a process in 
which all individuals in a group try to get a handle 
on the ways in which their knowledge shapes their 
sense of identity and agency and to reflect critically 
on how their current knowledge frames and con
strains their action. It is also participatory in the 
sense that people can only do action research "on" 
themselves, either individually or collectively. It is 
not research done "on" others. 

3. Participatory action research is practical and 
collaborative. Participatory action research engages 
people in examining the social practices that link 
them with others in social interaction. It is a 
process in which people explore their practices of 
communication, production, and social organiza
tion and try to explore how to improve their inter
actions by changing the acts that constitute them, 
that is, to reduce the extent to which participants 
experience these interactions (and their longer
term consequences) as irrational, unproductive (or 
inefficient), unjust, and/or unsatisfying (alienat
ing). Participatory researchers aim to work 
together in reconstructing their social interactions 
by reconstructing the acts that constitute them. 

4. Participatory action research is emancipatory. 
Participatory action research aims to help people 
recover, and release themselves from, the con
straints of irrational, unproductive, unjust, and 
unsatisfying social structures that limit their self
development and self-determination. It is a process 

in which people explore the ways in which their 
practices are shaped and constrained by wider 
social (cultural, economic, and political) struc
tures and consider whether they can intervene to 
release themselves from these constraints-or, if 
they cannot, how best to work within and around 
them to minimize the extent to which they con
tribute to irrationality, lack of productivity (ineffi
ciency), injustice, and dissatisfactions (alienation) 
as people whose work and lives contribute to the 
structuring of a shared social life. 

5. Participatory action research is critical. 
Participatory action research aims to help people 
recover, and release themselves from, the con
straints embedded in the social media through 
which they interact-their language (discourses), 
their modes of work, and the social relationships 
of power (in which they experience affiliation and 
difference, inclusion and exclusion-relation
ships in which, grammatically speaking, they 
interact with others in the third, second, or first 
person). It is a process in which people deliber
ately set out to contest and reconstitute irrational, 
unproductive (or inefficient), unjust, and/or 
unsatisfying (alienating) ways of interpreting 
and describing their world (e.g., language, dis
courses), ways of working (work), and ways of 
relating to others (power). 

6. Participatory action research is reflexive (e.g., 
recursive, dialectical). Participatory action research 
aims to help people to investigate reality in order 
to change it (Fals Borda, 1979) and (we might 
add) to change reality in order to investigate it. In 
particular, it is a deliberate process through which 
people aim to transform their practices through a 
spiral of cycles of critical and self-critical action 
and reflection. As Figure 23.2 (presented earlier) 
aims to show, it is a deliberate social process 
designed to help collaborating groups of people to 
transform their world so as to learn more about 
the nature of the recursive relationships among 
the following: 

• Their (individual and social) practices (the work) 
• Their knowledge of their practices (the workers) 
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IIi The social structures that shape and constrain 
their practices (the workplace) 

• The social med~a in which their prac~ices,,a;re 
expressed (the discourses in which their ~od_<,i~ 
represented and misrepresentep) ... 

In our view, this is what theorizing practice·means. 
Participatory action research ' does not, however, 
take an 'armchair view of theorizing; rather, it 
is ~process of learning, with others, by doing
changing the 'ways in which we interact in a 
shared social world. 

7. Participatory action research aims to transform 
both theory and practice. Participatory action 
research does not regard either theory or practice 
as preeminent in the relationship between theory 
and practice; rather, it aims to articulate .and 
develop each in relation to the other through crit
ical reasoning about both theory and practice and 
their consequences. It does not aim to develop 
forms of theory that can stand ~b.overand beyo.nd 
practice, as if practice could be t controlled and 
determined without regard to the partiCulars of 
the practical situations that confront practiti~n
ers in their ordinary lives and work. Nor does it 
aim ·to develop forms of practice th<!t might be 
regarded as self-justifying, as if•pr!\ctice could be 
judged in the absence of theoretical frameworks 
that give them their value and significance and 
that provide substantive criteria for exploring the 
extent to which practices and.their· consequences. 
turn out to be irrational, unjust; alienating, or 
unsatisfying for , the people involved in, and 
affected by .them. ·Thus, participatory action 
research involves "ree1.ching out" from the specifics 
of. particular situations, .as understood by the 
pe.opk :with41. them, to explore the potential .of 
different perspectives, theories, and discourses 
that might.help .to: illuminate particular practices 
and practical se~ings as a basis for developing 
critical insights and jdeas about how things might 
be transformed. Equally, it involves "reaching iri' 
from the . standpoints provided l>y different 
perspectives, theories, and discours~s to explore 
the extent to which they provide practitioners 
themselves with a critical grasp of the,.problems 
and issues they actually confront in specific local 

situations. Thus, participatory action · re~earch 
aims to transform 'both practitioners' theories and 
pracfi~es !Jnd.the theories and practices of others 
whose ·-perspectives -apd practices may help to 
shape~the·conditionsloflife and work' in particular 
lot al. tse~ings. ln., this Lway, ·participatory action 
re~ear~~ ~ailns ~o.1~onpe~t ~he .local and the glob~ 
ancl..to ·livefouvtth~ ~slog~ that the personal 1s 

li . al ' •·p,, . .;u•l po tic . .ffl1J"1'tr. -~ 

·These seven,.featui'es,siunhi.arize some of the 
principal featu,re~ .of par;tioip.at0ry .action re~eardl r 
as-we see it. It is a lp.artic~ar,•partisan view. There 
are writers on ac~ion resear~h )wlio' p.re(er,to move 
immediately- from a general 1qesoriRtion !of the 
action research process . ( espedallyr~he self
reflective spiral) to questions of,me*:o.dologyand 
research technique-a discussion rdf~·~e ways 
and means Of collecting data in different .social 
and educational settings. This is a ~ ·somewhat 

methodologically .driven view of action \l'eseatch; 
it suggests that·research methods are what makes 
action research "research:' This is not to argue 
that participatory action researchers should not 
be capable of conducting sound research; rather, 
it is to emphasize. that sound research must 
respect much more than the canons of method. 

• I a MYTHs, MisiNTERPRETATIONs, 
' ' . 

AND MISTAKES IN .CRITICAL ., 

,p ARTIGIPATORY AcrroN REsEARCH 

The critical view of participatory action research 
that we' developed over ·the more than 1two decades 
since 1981 emerged in a practice that involved 
some successes; however, from the · perspective 
of our current understandings, it also engendered 
some failures. Sometimes we, as well :as some of 
our colleagues, mythologized or overstated )thel 
power of action research as an agent of individual 
and social change, Sometimes we misin1ei:preted 
our own experience and the ways ,in.:wliic~ sub-· 
stantive and methodologicallitenitures;-rnight be 
useful pedagogically. Sometiinesli:Jtherslmisinter
preted our views, occasionally1even despite our 
stout disavowal.·• The repeateii reference to the 
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action research spiral ,as "the method of ~ction 
research" continues to frustrate us. We also made 
some mistakes. These myths, misinterpretations, 
and mistakes clustered around four key foci: 

I 'I -

• Exagge~ate9 la~sumptions abo~t how empo»:er
ment might be achieved through action 

• I 1 , I ~ ,. .., I J 

research 
• .. .1 J:~O r i 1 

• Col)..(usiqps, about the role of those helping 
I.,. ·''t , I I • I 

others to learn how to conduct action research, 
· the proble.ril'bf facilitation, and the' ill~sion of 

neutrality · · 
• The falsity of a supposed research-activism ' 

dualisin, with ' research seen as dispassionate, 
informed, and rational and with activism seen 

,. as passionate, intuitive, and weakly theorized 
• Understatement of the role of the., c(Jllective and . 

ho.w it might be conceptualized jn conducting 
the research ~nd in formulating . actio~ jn the 
"project" and in its engagement with the "public 
sphere" in all facets of institutional and social 
life 

We pr~sent these reflectio'hS'brl
1
0i.ir pr~ctices 

here arid return 'io 'the~ l~terj:fibrri' a different 
theoretical persp~ctive. 1 

-' 
11 

J 
C JlJ ' '' I l I ,,_c J ! I 

11 f •. , ... L 

I • " 

." II ,.· 
In our earliest. work on ·a.ction, :research, we 

argued that . self-reflection on efforts to bring 
about chapge that· ~as disciplined b.y group .plan
ning,t'!-fid 1re~edion of .observations would give 
partiCipahtsTa-.greater .sense:1of .cont,r,ol of ·their 
work. .Sorrietimesh.we .overstated Jour_ claims; •we 

<• ~ 

were v;i~tims _Of,out own_entlmsiasm and.p_eHU._a; , 
sion . .;fbi~ .wa:l!~nottralways:tm¢9nsi::iQu~~W.:e'ifac.!!d · 
the dilerru:p.a'.Qf•the.~dvocate; .tha~)s, TMtp~ic!.can : 
help lead , t~ ·c_harig~~: ~in~:r~_ID,ity •• Oilr~aspiratign~; 
were.ofteii!.pidked_up byJ:>.th~rs,~d thejj~sqlt lefh 
action reseafi::ha_dyo~ates' ytflA~rable to_(li_qrges·of • 
hyperbole or •naivete jn :realrse_ttil}gs . .where_ indj~ 1 

vidual :and' collectiye, change often.;~pr_ov.ecl._to ib~ 1 

extremely difficul!;to e_ffe_ct~ -·'!:J. 1~ il"' :l r ·"' 
•-It·~is true that ., an!!·iri~reas_ed l understanding 

of social , situationS•1thro~gh:l tCi.dtio . .matS!r_ially r 
changes indiv.idu'al . power, 'authority, ·andr¢onti'ol 
over·people's work. However, it is equally true that 

such change is often techni<;al .and constrained, 
invoking concepts such as "efficjency:' Au_!:hentic 
change, and .the empowerment that 1drives it and 
derives from it, r!!quires political silstenan_ce by 
some -kind of collective, too easily construed as an 
"action group" that defined itself by opposition to, 
and distinctiv~ness from,_a wider social pr public 
realm. Nevertheless~ it was a mistake not to 
emphas_iz.e sufficieQtly that power comes from 
collec:tive commitment and a methodology that 
invites _the d~mocratization of the objectification 
of _exE~ri~!lce and the dis.ciplining of subjectivity. 
A questioJl remains as to whether this was an ade
quate i c~mcep.tualization .of "empowerment:' the 
way in ,w_hidl to achieve it, or indeed who or what 
einpow.ermeQt was for. 

f tJ, 1 I'': • • 

The Rble of the 
, '• :u 1,p I f • :- I 

Facilitator' of Action Research 
' ; ·.;r • ", 

W~ were .troubled by the concept of "facilita
tion" a,s _early as 1981, at the Australian National 
SemiQar on A~tion Research (Brown, HeQri}', 
Henry, & McTaggart, 1988)._Too often the facilit,!l
tor lapsed into the roie of "process consult!llt" 
with preteqsions or aspiratious to experti~e.l!POUt . 
a "method" of action .research, a rQle quite) mco_ll7 
sistent with the commitment tu .p~..tic:ipa.t~ riiJ. rtbe 
personal and social change§ ill: pj__a<;tic~: th.a.t .had 
brought particip.anjs toget;h_!!r, IQe§p,ite.-~ffQr.ts .to 
con tail} ili~. con_c~p.htQt;J! , (!UlQ·to ,cijgvQ~.~t~· ·util
ity _ancl o~tli!l:e its _tl@ge!:§Jl~t~_r, it ~~ .mistak~ tQ 
p,e_rpetM$11~·tPel ll~~Qf@1ter.m th~ 1J,lr~aqy _qrried 
COJ11!9{aj:io1)-:S:..Q£ ~~1nility.~~th£mgb the, role of 
ttiJ.iv~r§i!.y r_e~~t~MrsJ.• in a..c,tign !J'esearc:h is 
alwayst ~om~what;pt:Q\:>k_ma!jc ;tpd ,an im,portant 
@jetttQftciitique;~Q!l£=!!fltualizing faciijtat_ion as a 
nej.Itral o~ .mg~yJJe£.hiJ.ic;ll ; 1lctivity denies the 
s_g_c;ial resp,on~il>ility gf, th~ facilitator in making or 
a~~istingl.social i·cha_nge ·(McTaggart, 2002). The 
erop,lia.§is ''Qn techni.ques_ of facilitatipn also over
phwed tthefimportance of academic researchers 
apd implicitly differentiated the -work of th!!oreti
cian_s and ·practitioners, a.cademics and workers, 
and .<:;Qmmunity gevelop_ers and,peasant:workers. 
Preoq:upation , with neutrality sustained • the 
positivistic· myth,_of the re11earcher as detached 
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secretary to the universe and focused attention on 
the social practices (and research practices) of 
"the other:' This in turn helped to make action 
research look like research for amateurs. 

University professors often play an active role 
in action research. In the education field, for 
example, they are often teacher educators as well 
as researchers. Teacher education is just one "sub
practice" of education as a social practice and, of 
course, is not practiced exclusively by university 
professors. In education, there are also curricu
lum practices, policy and administration prac
tices, and research and evaluation practices. 
There is also a variety of student learning prac
tices and community and parent participation 
practices that help to constitute the practice of 
education. Similarly, in action research for com
munity development in some parts of the world, 
outside researchers have often been indispensable 
advocates and animateurs of change and not just 
technical advisers. It is clear to us that some of 
these animateurs have been heroes in social 
transformation, and we must acknowledge that 
many have lost their lives because of their work 
with dispossessed and disempowered people and 
communities, struggling with them for justice 
and democracy against repressive social and 
economic conditions. 

Apart from these moral and political reasons 
against seeing facilitation as a merely technical 
role, there are reasons of epistemology. Emphasis 
on facilitation as a neutral role blinds one to the 
manifoldness of practice, that is, to the constitu
tion of practice through the knowledge of indi
viduals and a range of extraindividual features, 
including its social, discursive, moral, and politi
cal aspects as well as its historical formation such 
as the way in which it is shaped and reshaped in 
traditions of practice (Kemmis, 2004). Seeing 
facilitation in neutral terms also blinds one to the 
way in which practice is constituted as a "multiple 
reality" that is perceived differently by different 
participants in and observers of practice (e.g., 
professionals, clients, clients' families and friends, 
interested observers). Thus, seeing the role of 
facilitation as a neutral role obscures key aspects 
of practices and impedes critique of the way in 

which practices may sustain and daily reconstitute 
social realities whose character and consequen
ces can be unjust, irrational, unproductive, and 
unsatisfactory for some of the people involved in 
or affected by them. 

This leads us to the nub of a problem. What is 
the shared conceptual space that allows the intri
cation of these subpractices of broad social prac
tices, such as education, health, agriculture, and 
transportation, to become the object of critique 
and the subject of enhancement? To understand 
how these subpractices are constitutive of lived 
social realities requires what Freire called consci
entization, that is, the development of an infor
med critical perspective on social life among 
ordinary people or, to put it another way, the 
development of a critical theory of social life by 
the people who participate in it. 

The Research-Activism Dualism 

We find significant understatement of the role 
of theory and theory building in the literature of 
action research. The causes of this are complex. 
On the one hand, they include the difficulties 
associated with group members introducing the
oretical concepts and experience of similar cases 
that are too difficult or confronting for other 
participants (McTaggart & Garbutcheon-Singh, 
1986). On the other hand, they include the diffi
culties of ignoring or oversimplifying pertinent 
theoretical resources without which participants 
may be obliged to construe their own problems or 
concerns as if in a vacuum, isolating them from 
useful intellectual and discursive resources and 
sometimes leaving them vulnerable to charges of 
mere navel gazing. This is compounded by thinking 
in terms of a theory-action (thinking-activism) 
dualism. Thinking about unsatisfactory condi
tions is less confronting than actually changing 
them, and some take refuge in the view that 
political action is somehow less rational than 
thinking or talking about change. We reject this 
dualism; on the contrary, our experience suggests 
that there should be both more theory and more 
action in action research. Political activism should 
be theoretically informed just like any other social 
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practice. Although action research is often 
incremental in the sense that it encourages growth 
and development in participants' expertise, sup
port, commitment, confidence, knowledge of the 
situation, and understanding of what is prudent 
(i.e., changed thinking), it also encourages growth 
and development in participants' capacity for 
action, including direct and substantial· collective 
action that is well justified by the demands oflocal 
conditions, circumstances, and consequences. 

The Rol~ of. the Collective 

The idea of the action research group is typi
cally credited to Lewin immediately after World 
War II, although it may be that Moreno pioneered 
the practice a generation earlier (Altrichter & 
Gstettner, 1997). It was' Lewin who argued the 
potency of "group commitment" in bringing 
about changes in social practices. In more recent 
views of.action research, the "collective" is seen as 
supporting three important. functions. First, it is 
seen as an expression of the democratization of 
scientific• practice. Instead bf deferr.ing to the pro
nouncements ·of professional experts, a local sci
entific community is established to. use principles 
of scientific inquiry to enhance and create richer 
local understandings. We have referred to this 
process as the "objectification of experience?' Two 
further roles. of the collective are expressed in the 
idea of the •"disciplil).ing of •s"ubjectivitf,' where 
subjectivity refers to an.affective aspect, the ·emo
tional.aeacti~fis,o£.paroticipants;oJand,an. aspect of 
political.oilg~ncy. ; IftJtlkaffectivr asp.ebtwf suojec~J 
tivity, the~atti9fi.:re.§e3.r"ch.process"dea't~s oppom 
tunitiesllfor -feeliiigs rtoJ?e .matle; ~c<;:es¥ble andJ 
explored .. At lthchsame.time,Mit.ereate_s opp'or~Ufii~ 
ties for the~way.tllY'wliiab peopie~feel al;lounheir) 
situatio'nsrto· }?erex~iie<bfof deepeq:~lise5 .apd , 

meanings and oi; pantippal!~ •:to .Pllferehtiate~ 
serious,·and apidipg•rcq"ncemssf\"om~ transient' .or ' 
peripher~ . reactioiis•~.to:~irlimediat¢ 1Jdiffifulties: 

Again, this work· is not!sil:ri.ply.it!Ie)preserve of the 
scientific or· -piofessionaltispecialis~ •group •thera
pist or facilitator; on'the.contrar;y;inparticipatory 
action research,1it must beJpart of a• social .process 
of transformation (of selve's as well as situations) 

that is comprehensible to participants.J'articipants 
play a supportive role, but the collective has a dis~ 

ciplining function, helping to clarify.thinking ahd 
providing a context where affect as welllas cogni
tive questions can be justified . .People come, to 
realize that some feelings are superficial, misdi
rected, unfair, and overreactions. Other feelings 
are focused, strengthened, and nurtured as they'; 
are revealed, articulated, thought through, and 
reflected on. This is introspective in part, but its 
aim is refined action. 

Politkal agency is a corollary 'of heightened 
undetstariding and motivation. As affect becomes 
moo'ilized and organized, and. as experience is 
moredclearly objectified and understood, both 
knowledge and feeling become articulated and 
disciplined 1 by• the collective toward prudent 
action; Individual action is increasingly informed 
and •plapned. with the support and wisdom of 
others directly participating in related action ~n a 
situ~tion. The collective provides critical support 
for .the development of personal political agency 
and critical• mass for a commitment to change. 
Through these interactions, new forms of· practi
cal consciousness emerge. In·.other words, botli 
the action and research aspects of action rese~ch 
require participation as well as the. disciplining 
effect of a collective .. ' ,, d•J {W• J, ,fi 

The extension of1action resear~h ~collectives to 
include "critical • ffiends/1 to btlUd ~ailianc~s. -:with 
broadet rsbciaJ.<inbvemen_ts, '~tid ·tO ·e:X:t~n~ 'qiem
bership across' il;rstitution·&J hierarques has lbe'en 
a way .. pf'enhan'tingidl~:un].erst<!]iding!an'd politi

.c~:effidiGy{of i:ffd 'ViduruslJuidJigroups. However, 
dh'eJ,ptol?lem of ho.w tt6. deat«i the ;conditions of 
;leajning for partic-ipants persists. People not only 
:a'rerliel'rfmel:i''ifi \ -'y.1m'atei'ial 'mstitutional condi
'ttofls, illey:fff€q'tte·~tly:are 'trapped ill institutional 
di. ~·""- '~U 11h ln.l 1 l 'd ' 'ffl ' ' · scourses ,Ula ·c anne , eter, or mu e cntique . 
. , lla~r"'l hru.? tF-1'(' , ,, , ·' ) · 'bili't' How oy e creare ! or re-create new posst tes 
f6'?1' \~lrat' Fals

1'r~btlia '(i988) · called vivencia, 
:ftl~' ..!i' '' II tl '"'' )f: . 

0 
I 0 0. tlif.Wfgn th~ ~n~t~liz3;tion, 9f t?e public sp~ere, and 

als,o promote d~~ploniz~tion of lifeworlds J l:tat 
have become saturated with the bureaucratic dis-

~ , • I 1 I • ' 

cow:~es, routinized practices, and . institutional
ized fo~:ms of.social. t:elationships characteristic of 
social systems that.see the .world only through the 
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prism of organization and not the human and 
humane living of social lives? This is an issue that 
we have now come to interpret through the notion 
of public discourse in public spheres and the idea 
of research as a social practice. 

ml PARTICIPATORY ACTION RESEARCH 

AND THE STUDY OF PRACTICE 

In our chapter on participatory action research for 
the second edition of this Handbook, we outlined 
five traditions in the study of practice. We argued 
that research on practice is itself a practice and that 
the practice of research on practice has historic
ally taken, and contin~ to take, different forms. 
Different practitioners of research on practice see 
it more from the perspective of the individual 
and/or the social and more from an "objective" 
perspective and/or a "subjective" perspective. They 
use different research methods and techniques 
that reflect these epistemological and ontological 
choices, that is, choices about what it means to 
know a practice (the epistemological choice) and 
about what a practice is and thus how it manifests 
itself in reality (the ontological choice). If research 
on practice is methodologically defined, however, 
researchers may obscure, even from themselves, 
the epistemological and ontological choices that 
underpin their choices of methods. As ways of 
"seeing" practice, research methods both illuminate 
and obscure what the research and the researcher 
can see. As Ludwig Wittgenstein noticed, this may 
involve a "conjuring trick" that obscures the very 
thing we hoped to see: 

How does the philosophical problem about mental 
processes and states and about behaviourism arise? 
The first step is the one that altogether escapes 
notice. We talk of processes and states and leave their 
nature undecided. Sometime perhaps we shall know 
more about them-we think. But that is just what 
commits us to a particular way oflooking at the mat
ter. For we have a definite concept of what it means 
to learn to know a process better. (The decisive move
ment in the conjuring trick has been made, and it 
was the very one that we thought quite innocent.) And 
now the analogy which was to make us understand 

our thoughts falls to pieces. So we have to deny the 
yet uncomprehended process in the yet unexplored 
medium. And now it looks as if we had denied men
tal processes. And naturally we don't want to deny 
them. (Wittgenstein, 1958, p. 103) 

We conclude, therefore, that it is risky to proceed 
in a discussion of research on practice principally 
from research methods and techniques-risky 
because the methods we choose may inadver
tently have "committed us to a particular way of 
seeing the matter:' 

In our chapter in the second edition of this 
Handbook, we depicted the relationships among 
five broad traditions in the study of practice. 
Table 23.1 summarizes these traditions. 

We argued that these different approaches to 
the study of practice involved different kinds of 
relationships between the researcher and the 
researched. Essentially, we argued that "objective" 
approaches tended to see practice from the per
spective of an outsider in the third person; that 
"subjective" approaches tended to see practice 
from the perspective of an insider in the second 
person; and that the reflexive dialectical perspec
tive of critical social science tended to see prac
tice from the perspective of the insider group, 
whose members' interconnected activities con
stitute and reconstitute their own social prac
tices, in the first person (plural). This last 
perspective on practice is the one taken by 
participant -researchers in participatory action 
research. 

In terms of these five aspects of practice and 
the five traditions in the study of practice, it 
seems to us that a methodologically driven view 
of participatory action research finds itself mired 
in the assumptions about practice to which one 
or another of the different traditions of research 
on practice is committed. Depending on which of 
these sets of presuppositions it adopts, it may find 
itself unable to approach (the study of) practice 
in a sufficiently rich and multifaceted way, that is, 
in terms that recognize different aspects of prac
tice and do justice to its social, historical, and 
discursive construction. 

If participatory action research is to explore 
practice in terms of each of the five aspects 
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Table 23.1. ,Relationships Among Different Traditions in the Study of Practice ..... .~.-

,. 
Both: Rejlexive-didlecfical ' 
view of individual-social · 

Perspective ' The Individual The Social I relations anii cimnectioris 
' 

Objective ( 1) Practice as individual ( 2) Practice as social 
behavior, seen in terms . . . interaction (e.g., ritual, 

I 

~f pe~~ormances, events, system-st~uctured): 
. ' . ~ 

and effects: Behaviorist Structure-functionalist .. 
and most cognitivist 
approaclies in psyclfology 

and soc~a1 system~ 
approaches 

Subjective ( 3) Practice as ip.tentional .. (4) Practice~as .socially 
action, shaped by structu~d11shaped by 
meanjng and values: discourses, tradition: 

• 1 1 rtt ' .. Psychological yerstehen Interpret,~ve, aestheti~-
(empathetic historical verstehen 
understanding) and most (empathetic 
constructivist approaches understanding)~ and 

poststructuralist 
l approaches · 

Both: 
Reflexive7dialectical 
view of subjective-

:•I objective relations 
and connections I . 

' 

outlined in our chapter in the second edition of 
this Handbook, it will need to consider how 
different .traditions in the study of practice, and 
different( rese¥.ch;methods and 1techniques,, can 
ptovieermultiple ,resourc;:_es for the task.- ltJmust 
also~aV.o.id_ a,c~e~ting• the;{cls§ump.tions ;and limita,-J 

tion's tof'parti,a~ar~ethb.ds ~and'techu.igu:es::Eor 
example,. t!Ie. par.ticip~tPJ1'tac~o.ri, r~sc~x:_~~ei' may.I 
legitimately ~scqe_ th~ nar.ro~ teropiridWl of 
those appro·aches tbat~att_empS:t~rc.QilstJ;{J.eApi:acb 
tice entirel)'li'o,bjectiv.elf,i asj f 'tw-tJ;"¢'.!pQs~bl~zo • 
exclude. consideratiqn~qf~>~Par.ficipants~s).lojectiYer 

intentions, meantngs,~al~~s;land•mterp~etiv.:e~cat! 
egories from an under§t!inc:\_ing of, pi'a~tice.Q · as 
if it were possible to ;exclude: consideration oLthe. 
frameworks of language,ldiscourse,-and•tradition 
by which people in different groups,tons.tl'l!e their 
practices. It does not followJrom ~iS that quantita
tive approaches are never relevant in participatory 

' 
(5) Practice as socially and. 
historically constituted and 

: 
as reconstituted by buman 
agency and social action: 

' Critical methods; dialectical 
'analysis (multiple methods) 

.. ~ ~ 

:d '· .. ' t • -.' ! 

action research; on the .contrary,•they· may• b.e-7 
but without the tonstramts~of. empiricism 1and 
objectivism that(niany..:qtiantitativ:e .r.es~archers 
put on these_ ni_tithg_ds •anchtetl~niques: Indeed, 
when· q1;1antitative: -rese~ahets UJe• questiomiaires 
to;.·,conv.:er.t tpalitic_ipants: 1 views •into numerical 
data;1they~hi~itlY,;.conc.ege ·that practice cannot be 
linCle_fs_ o.od ~~th~ht r.t;lkingnparticipants' views 
into Ja,~o_ui1t:.R~tidpa1ory .researchers will differ 
frOI!J'lQIJ-!!~~id.~.<!lyJquant~tative .resear.chers in the 
ways in which they, collect .and ,use such data 
b~eca_qs_e. lpiirtic.ipatory action researchers will 
reg¥d them as. crude .. approximations of the ways 
in-Which_participimts understand themselves and 
riot (as empiricistic, objectivistic, quantitative 
researchers .. may assert) as more rigorous , (e.g:, 
valid, reliable)•because they are scaled. . ,. · 

On the other hat)d, the participatory aotion 
researcher will differ from the one-sidedly 
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qualitative approach that asserts that action can be understand and theorize it more richly, and 
understood only from a qualitative perspective, for in more complex ways, so that powerful social 
example, through close clinical or phenomenologi- dynamics (e.g., the tensions and interconnections 
cal analysis of an individual's views or close analy- between system and lifeworld [Habermas 1984, 
sis of the discourses and traditions that shape the 1987b]) can qe construed and reconstituted 
way in which a particular practice is understood by through a critical social practice such as partici-
participants. The participatory action researcher patory action research. 
will also want to explore how changing "objective" The ·.p'articipants. in participatory action 
circumstances (e.g., performclnces, f!Vehts, effet ts, 'fe5earcff%ll'dettialill 'ptactice from both its indi-

f · · ul i l iliLW .;,··, furi' • .:•) "' •'··a' .1J<J'JQ' ,l~liJ!l :il.1.Ji)tb L, . ., d d d · patterns o mteract10n, r es, ro es, system c- Vl ua ,anu :lfS!iSOOlcu. aspects an un erstan 1t 
tioning) shape and are shaped by the:'!Jli&je~tl~e'; · "'' iJdth obje~£i{/Ji~!f~J~tffij~~tiv1· ely. They view prac-

di . f . . , I ' . ' •:;fl.•'· I ifti}t>. J '{gf-lil!)l~~ ul a~JwSa!T.qijL I d h. . 11 con tlons o participants perspectives~ •. .... .. --~ t1i:e-as const~ cte tarl reconstructe rstorzca 9' 
In our view, questions ot reseiliieh~1m~thoas ,q ( ·udth~.ifrt~iffiisiof.'t1i~fclis'Uu~sJs •in which'p'rattfces 

should not be ·regarded as ·u1nimpdrhtpP,~ifutk~ili' 1 ''J~1ar~ desc'ribld~ ~~Wt!qCllrsfobd 1and •in terms of 
. h th th d 1 I • all ···· an>!l[:t.tt ·•"'~ )·; JJ<1Jl J .... ,, 7..,(1-~ht'liO Cl.f.il 'i ~ f • d . d contrast w1t e me o o og1c y·unven',\Vtew . soCii1J..ly art •uistonc.wy constructe actwns an 

we would want to assert that ~hat HI~gfpatti~i2 ., <;;~t~h~lr cbfl~~JW'n~~~f~o~e4 they yiew practice 
. h" , h, lnt\'\•'''i'' !{:.·, t?trl' •• d :>\} Jtf!Mtlll!h. d. h , d 

patory actwn researc researc · ts ·not }Wr. . .~s c~~st~tp~e t .,\Wru l,t;.~WWYt]lte m" uman an 
machinery of research techniques ~Jtt :r~.~~r ;an · .focia1 actfon t~a~ P,T?je~ts a lliving .past through 
abiding concern with the relationships, l;>etwe!!n ... the lived present into a future where the people 
social and educational theory and practice. In involved and affected will live with the conse-
our view, before questions about what kinds of quences of actions taken. 
research methods are appropriate can be decided, This view of ·practice as projected through 
it is necessary to decide what kinds of things history by action applies not only to the "first-
"practice;, and "theory" are, for only then can we level" practices that are the object and subject of 
decide what kinds of data or evidence might be participants' interests (e.g., the practi~es of eco-
relevant in describing practice and what kinds of nomic life in a village aiming at community devel-
analyses might be relevant in interpreting and opment) but also to the practice of research itself. 
evaluating people's real practices in the real situa- Participants in participatory action research 
tions in which they work. On this view of partici- understand their research practices as meta-
patory action research, a central question is how practices that help to construct and reconstruct the 
practices are to be understpod "in the field;} as it first -level practices they are .investigating. For 
were, so that they become available for more sys- example, ' participants in it' partidpatory action 
tematic~otheorizing. Having arrived at a general research project on practices ok ornmhnity aevel-· 
view of what.it means to understan!f (theorize) opment (the first-level practices) Ul)der.st'and·their 
practice in the field, it becomes possible to work research ·practices as among the 1meta-practices 
out what kinds of evidence, and hence what kinds that shape their practices of community develop-
of research methods and techniques, might be ment. Practices of management, administration, 
appropriate ·for advancing our understanding of and social integration are also meta-practices 
practice at any particular time. 1 shaping their practices of community develop-

The theoretical scheme depicted in Figure 23.2 ment. However, unlike those other meta-practices, 
takes a view of what theorizing a practice might the meta~practice of participatory-action research 
be like-locating practice within frameworks is .deliberately and systematically reflexive. It is 
of participants' knowledge, in relation to social both outwardly ·directed and inwardly) 1( self-) 
st{uctures, and in terms of social media. By adop- directed. It aims to change community 'develop-
ting a more encompassing view of practice like ment practitioners, community,Jr~evelopment 
the one outlined in Table 23.1, we may be able to practices, and the practice situations .of community 

• ' I 
,,, 
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development through practices of research that 
are also malleable and developmental and that, 
through collaborative processes of communica
tion and learning, change the practitioners, prac
tices, and practice situations of the research. Like 
other practices, the practices of participatory 
action research are projected through history by 
action. They are meta-practices that aim to trans
form the world so that other first-level transfdr
mations become possible, that is, transformations 
in people's ways of thinking and talking, ways of 
doing things, and ways of relating to. one another. 

This view of research practices as specifically 
located in time (history) and social space has 
implications that are explored later in this 
chapter. In the process of participatory action 
research, the same people are involved in tWo par
allel, reflexively related sets of practices. On the 
one hand, they are the practitiom;rs of commu
nity development (to use our earlier exampJe); on 
the other hand, they are the practitioners of the 
meta-practice of participatory action research. 
They' are both pracfitioners and researchers in, say, 
community ~evelopment, the development of 
primary health care, or ,school-community rela
tions. They understand their research as "engaged 
research" (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992) through 
which they, as researchers, aim to transform prac
tices of community development, primary health 
care, or school..,-community , relations. But they 
also understand their research practices•as con
structed and open to reconstruction. They do not 
regard the research process as the application of 
fixed and preformed research ltechniques to the 
particular "appliedl~ problem.with whiCh theyJare~ 
concerned. dn the~ tantprryt tthey}•regatd i.tJreir. 
research·lpractites• aSl a:.nfatierlpf ib·orro:Wihgt~dfi~ 
strqctiijg-;< fanci~&tofiS!rlJdtinguresearchime!Hods'> 
ancl:;~t~cnniques rttri<tlrrowJ ligHt 6n..,.illte-nawte~ 
p'ro1le'skes \l='and -co:nsequ~li~es,.:Ofa.th:'eiap'¥iictilar' 
opj~t' th"ey m&riill"4yiitg~(mftetltetl@gififi{tiiiitY 
devel1ipment'pra'Gti~~.~f.iln'ai¥hFciJtQ.-n:arel ptat:!
tii!!spoHpnrgtic"'es•oflstlia"bl~torhfut4llio/itela:fions) . 
.Ana• thls'm'eans1tHat;-palti~p'~toryra-cllon:researchers 
are' embaHred bh ~a1pro2ess'tciFltiinsfOrrnihg:•them
selves a's researChersli<transfortniJ)giltheir 'research 

practices, and transforming the practice settings of 
their research. 

In our chapter in the second edition of this 
Handbook, we also argued for a view of research 
that we termed "symposium research;' that is, 
research drawing on·-the multiple disciplinary 1 

perspectives of different traditions in social science 
theorizing and multiple research methods that illu
minate different aspects of practices. We believe 
that this approach will inc,reasingly come to charac
terize participatory action r~search inquiries. That 

. is, we expect that as participatory action research 
becomes more sophisticated in its scope and inten
tions, it will draw on transdisciplinary theoretical 
resources (e.g., relevant psychological and sociolog
ical theddes )' and multiple research methods and 

' techniq¥t~·. that will ¥Jow participant -researchers 
to gain insight into the foqnation and transforma
tion oL#leir practices in context. For example, we 
expect to see more participatory action research 
using research techniques characteristic of all five 
of the traditions depicted in Table 23.1. These metli-

' I • 

ods and techniques are presented in ;rable 23.2. , 
In the current edition of the Handbook, we 

• > ' 

argue that the nature of the social f!!l<,l~'onsJllps 
involved in participatory action research.,-and the 
proper politics of participatory action·res~arch-' 

can be more clearly understood from.the:perspec
tive of Habermas's (~984; 1:~8.7-.a)i,th:epzyfof.co.m
municative action and~ ;inJiparticular,• his later 

• -1 .,r, m. :tlut,,, l ':r.teiliW .\ l·,i.lt.HI ~ 
commentary on the 1,1atu~e ,of.lliep,ublzc sphere, as 
outlined hi 18etw'eenJFaats'an4Wornist~Habermas, 
I99'6,fmat:>; ·8~1-i""ttt;qjJil!l~~;m1g !lll;l,~w .~.(j . 

i, '~\ '" ;,,l;" t•' ·ln ·>r• h .1~~ki\111~i1 ~"-~~~ ... _,, .. _ ... ~-·~ 1'.\ 1 ~J •.• 

. •·jlt l>tilat ~ arc Juw~ • , __ , . , 
Jl9,.u~:-~ -Jf~-R0J:J'Ill~r1~F rJ>ART:IWP.NORY 
\, ~ll ,(, ·~-\&.4,SU'. ~........ .1, L· ~ •. . 

l!?.W ~~~fQW~SE'AR:GI:I! CoMMUNICATIVE 

r,F!id.tf0r1G'NfXJnrrH'Et PuB11c SPHERE 
~ ..... d~~minb){t,bil: .. il'•'l .:• .1.' J - :i: 
r··, "-·r-· .. v• r ~ --
In ·His :book<'Th~ory of Communicative Action, and 
:J1!i '(~(Jt lr.ci~l IL; ?;,, ;; , <l , - , • 

eJ.~~".WHY: ~,ti;w r1~~fO~-~ ,volJ.Ime, Iiabermas (1984, 
1987b) described communicat~v~ action. as what 
p,~pple do wl}en they engage ip communication of 
a ,p;~,rticul~r-and wi4espread-J<ind, with three 
particular features.·It is communication in which 
people consciously and; deliberately aim 
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Table 23.2. 

Perspective 

Objective 

... 

" 
' Subjective . ., 

Methods and Techniques Characteristic of Different Approaches to the ~tudy of Practice 

The Individual The Social 

(1) Practice as inqivjdual {2) Practice as.s~cial 
behavior,: Quantitative anp and systems behavior: 

I •'I J I ' 

correlational-;experimental Quantitative and 
•. ., I . d, Wkl; ll ·-~ . •1 11 

Both: Reflexive-dialectical 
view of individual-social 
relations and connections 

methods; P.Sychometric correlatiOna!-e!IJerimentitl 
't 1' rl .. a,! 1 • ' i· rJ'b ~'B \.JG 1'~ ~ 1 1 \tC 

.a?d ~?s~.!f;~~~9~~ . . .. 
1

• • ~eth~~; ,~o~~r~~~~~y;l ,, , ... , . . 
1 teclih1ques, tests, and techmques, 'socwmetnts~ ~ -:> 

1., .<t .. · 

int~i~ctfbii sHt~allfe5 ' ~sterh's a6ai}ISis, anci'•! ~ u. :hn' :l'i '1' • 

1 • t.l".l" ,,,,..,i,, ·'! 11~; t ,, ···~ .·Jocial &-~lo~JSG".ilas t'ht'f· .t-•\·t\,~l•'• \ l'; " 1 

' • .. ;k, '..! 
~'} ·.1Ci ti<Ui1t4' U'n'it, :.: .t~ ..... t.,...;'\fi''.;tr~.-,._~\"{ltfD':! 

, {3) Practice,
1
as intentional (4) Practice as socially 1. 

.., ·•· J,iJQ'S .. f ... ,' 'Jl. u•;. .tlt ~ L 1 t lUl, n£ d.!:.. . \ ·u'lt{ ;1.~ ~1r, ·~..... :1\i"N~,-, :t:; 
. ,!l~t¥>p: QuaHtaJi~e .~1'!9 ... 1 structure?t shap~d bY,.~ ,r 

I I. • . ,<J >h.ll f,,. h' a ,.ul ' ld. l'thJJLI d' j,)di! . ,;! _I In 1',? V.1fTi t •,;:J f'!'i ~~· , 

, ... : 

,I 

mtergretive met o s; 1scourses an tra twn: 
~ • . .. .. 1 ,!f: ' If ~· -4.~ ,.J .· • . «. rt .~ 1l~t'\ o!t · . .r-;r· ' ,"fit' .. 11' ··:J·f' ,.··· chmdil analysis, mterv1ew, Quahtatlve, mterpretlve, ·' 

'qliestiorl~aire, diiirles: . and historic/J methods; ,ft 1 i o I 

I journals, self-report, and discourse analysis and 
introspection document analysis ,, 

Both: 
Reflexive-dialectical 
view of subjective
·objective relations 
and conn'ections 

I. to reach intersubjective agreement as a basis for 

2. mutual understanding so as to 

3. reach an unforced consensus about what to do in 
the particular practical situation in which they 
find themselves. 

Communicative action is the kind of action 
that people take when they interrupt what they 
are doing (Kemmis, 1998) to ask four particular 
kinds of questions (the four validity claims): 

• Whether their understandings of what they are 
doing make sense to them and to others (are 
comprehensible) 

• Whether these understandings are true (in the 
sense of being accurate in accordance with what 
else is known) 

• Whether these understandings are sincerely 
held and stated (authentic) 

{5) Practice a~ socially and 
historically constituted and 
as reconstituted by human 
agency and social action: 
Critical methodS; dialectical 
analysis (multiple methods) 

,, 
• Whether these understandings are morally right 

and appropriate under .• the circumstances in 
which they find themselves ' 1 t, , •• • ··1· 

1), ,..,. 1 ,. 

In Between Facts and Norms,•Habermas (19,96) 
added a fourth feature to the originc(l tlist of three 
features of communicative· action. He noticed 

' ' -
something obvious that p.reviously had been 
overlooked, namely that communicative action 
also opens communicative space between peop,k .. 
He gave this fourth feature of communicative 
action special attention because he cq.nsidered 
that opening space for communicative action pro
duces two particular and simultaneous effects. 
First, it builds solidarity between the1pJ!ople who 
open their understandings to one an.o.ther in this 
kind of communication. Second;,it •under:writes 
the understandings and decisions th;1t people reach 
with legitimacy. In a world where communications 
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are frequently cynical, and where people feel 
alienated from public decisions and even from the 
political processes of their world, legitimacy is 
hard-won. More important for our purposes here, 
however, Habermas's argument is that legitimacy is 
guaranteed only through communicative action, that 
is, when people are free to choose-authentically 
and for themselves, individually and in the con
text of mutual participation-to decide for them
selves the following: 

• What is comprehensible to them (whether in fact 
they understand what others are saying) 

• What is true in the light of their own knowledge 
(both their individual knowledge and the 
shared knowledge repres~nted in the discourse 
used by members) 

• What participants themselves regard as sincerely 
' and truthfully stated '(individually and in terms 

of their join't commitment to understanding) 
• What participants themselves regaid as morally 

right and appropriate in terms of their individ
ual and mutual judgment abou't what it is right, 
proper, and prudent to do under the circum
stances in which they find themselves 

What is projected here is not an ideal against 
which actual communications and utterances 
are to be judged; rather, it is something that 
Habermas believes we normally take for granted 
about utterances-unless they are deliberately 
distorted or challenged. In ordinary speech, we 
may or may not regard any, particular utterance 
as suspect on the grounds of any or all of the four 
validity claims; whether any particular utterance 
will be regarded as suspect or needing closer critb 
ical examination will depend .on "who. ·is.~saying; 

whatlabout,what to whom in .what co.ntext:'r0.n 
the other ·hand,•when w~ ~move,irlt6 th~-JI!o.de.;qf 
communicativd ac.ticjp, w~ l!Cknowl<i_qge,fat tthe 
outsetcthat w.e .',}JSt striV..~ (o.r ;~te subje.!=tit e 
~greerflent,J!!uWal..._tirldefsfafid\qgranlit-unfo.r~~a 
cohsefsus:abo.ut w}lat1p·do:ipltlii.s.parti!=,ulat.:sit.; 
uatiori' he.causet weJalr.eaayd<:now.rlhat ... bne qr ·~ 
four ·of the.~valiqity chiims)niustJhe· regarded as 
problematic-=-by !l~:there. and n'ow,'for our situa
tion, and in··relation to what .to .do in practice 
about the matter at .hand.• That is, the :validity 

claims do not function merely as procedur.al ideals 
for critiquing speech; they also functiqn ·8:_S bases, 
for, or underpinnings of, the substantive claims 
we need to explore to reach mutual agreement, 
understanding, and consensus about what, to ·do 
in the particular concrete situation in which a 
particular group of people in a shared socially, 
discursively, and historically structured specific 
communicative space are deliberating together. . 

What we notice here, to reiterate, is that the 
process of recovering ,.and .critiquing validity 
claimsjs not merely an abstract ideal or principle 
but also,an invocation of critique and critical self
awareness in: concrete and practical decision mak
ing . .In a situation where we are genuinely acting 
collaboratively; with others, and where practical 
reason is genuinely called for, we are obliged, as it 
were, to ~'retreat"to. ameta-level of critiquec...,-com
municative action-because it ·is nat .self-evident 
what should be done. Perhaps we simply do not 
comprehend what is being talked about or we are 
not sure that we understand it correctly. Perhaps 
we are unsure of the truth or accuracy of the facts 
on which 'our .decisions might be based, Perhaps 
we fear that deliberate deception or .ac-cidental 
self-deception may lead us astray. Perhaps w.e ·are
not sure what it is morally right and;appt:opi'iate to 
do in this practical situation inwhich ·Ol!bactions 
will, as always, be judgeq by theirrhis,totkaLronse-· 
quences (and their .d.iffere!]_,tiaLcons.e.quences..'for 
different people and gt.o~ps) :tln.a.gy oLthe~e,cas.es, 
w.e need to :consi~erJhciw to.a.pp.r..oach' 1the practical 
deci~!olJ he(o.re_usi"~~w~~riuist'g~Jhi!·r our shared 
un:dersf<ll!dings · ti:>Jd.P :SQ.Jp. ~u.th.:.cas.es, we inter
rup~·3:.Vhfl.t.Jwe:aJe::...doingito. m.ovelinto the mode of 
C.ommubii:atiyej~tio.Il. Jn ~,some.~such cases, we 
m.ay,.ws .. o~m.ov.et.ihto. otbe ,slo"o/er; more concretely 
p'ra!;ti(::al,::and. 1mo.r~t~concretely 1 critical mode of 
par_g¢ipator.y action research, aiming deliberately 
and toll~borativdy ... to investigate the world in 
ord.er'toJransform it, as,Fals Borda observed, and 
to .transform ~the world in .order to investigate it. 
We take-a problematic view of our own action in 
history and use our action in history as a "probe" 
with which to investigate reflexively our own 
action and its .place as caus(;! and effect in the 
unfolding history of our world. 
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Participatory Action 
Research and Communicative Space 

In our view, participatory action research opens 
communicative space between participants. The 
process of participatory action research is one of 
mutual inquiry aimed at reaching intersubje'Ctive 
agreement, mutual understanding of a situation, 
unforced consensus 'about what to do, 'and-a sense 
that what people achieve together will be legitimate 
not only for. themselve~1b~~~o for every reason! 
able person (a ,.univers~p:la,im) ,nParticipatory 
action research,.aims )to' areate circumstances lin' 
which ·people:c~nis·ear~h together tolla~oratively 
f()r" lrriore rcompsehensible,Jtnle, limthentiq !and 
morally 1righti1an'd !appropriate· ways ·of under
standing arld acting in·tlie world. It aims to create 
circumstances in which collaborative social action 
in· history is not justified by appeal to authority 
(and still less to coercive force); rather, as 
Habermas put it, it is justified by the force of 
better argument. 

To make these points is to notice three things 
about the social relations engendered through 
the process of action research. First, it is to notice 
that certain relationships are appropriate in the 
research element of the term "participatory action 
research:' It is to notice that the social practice of 
this kind of research is a prC!ctice directed deliber
ately toward discovering, investigating, and attaining 
intersubjective agreement, mutual understanding, 
and unforced consensus about what to do. It is 
aimed at testing; developing, and retesting agree
ments, understandings, and decisions against the 
criteria of mutual comprehensibility, truth, truth
fulness (e.g., sincerity, authenticity), and moral 
rightness and appropriateness. In our view, par
ticipatory action research projects communicative 
action into the ifield of action and the making of 
history. It does so in a deliberately critical and 
refleXive way; that is, it aims to change both our 
unfolding history and ourselves as makers of our 
unfolding history. As science, participatory action 
research is not to be understood as the kind of 
science that gathers knowledge as a precursor to 
and resource for controlling the unfolding of 
events (the technical knowledge-constitutive 

interest characteristic of positivistic social 
science [Habermas, 1972]). Nor is it to be under
stood as the kind of science directed toward edu
cating the person to be a wiser and more prudent 
actor in as yet unspecified situations and circum
stances (the practical knowledge-constitutive 
interest characteristic of hermeneutics and 
inter-pretive ~social sdence [Habermas, 1972]). 
Participatory action research is to be understood 
as a collaborati~e p'r;1ctice of critique, performed 
in and throu~ a collaborative practice of research 

• , ~(. I ~ 4 I 

that ;airns'1to'change the researchers themselves as 
., .,,J.,l 1 &.t6,) • 

~ ·welJ. as:the·stfcial wotld they inhabit (the einanci-
paiolyoKfiowledge1:1:on'stfmtive interest1 chafac-

~ . .. . t r.! ~s! .e ,. hi .#au. 1 -A'• ' ~ ' . tenstlc of-cntlcal'social1sctence [Carr &'Kemmts, 
f986~iJ!btri&J~I'97.:i])T ' ~h·.:w.)nJI b>t• 1' 
· ' •c •• '1' ~ . ( i'J'-.-1rr. m v<' i . . 

Second, It ts to notice that siiDilar relationships 
a~e ·~p~:opii'~i~ '{h "tli~'~ifi~J mgr&~~1{,.3rP.'~;ticlpa-

I• :., II 'II ... •Jiil? V UJlrt~Cil, r; · 

tory action r~~~ar~h. ~t i~. m, n.?JW.~ ,V\1\f.N~~ deci
sions on which action is baseq .ffiV,~t r f.lf~t h,.ave 
withstood the tests of the research , leJe~:n~nt and 
must then withstand the tests gf wisdmp and 
prudence-that people are willing to, and indeed 
can, reasonably live with the consequences of the 
decisions they make, and the actions they take, 
and the actions that follow tfro~ $ese decisions. 
This·is to notice that participatory action research 
generates not only a collaborative sense of agency 
but also a collaborative sense., of1the legitimacy of 
tlie.decisions people make, and ·the•actions1they 
take,together. -- ;: . 1'-'!!.:d;.;:_, ..... r>L 

Third,. it is to notice tHat• participatory ·action 
research involves relationships oflparticipa(ion as 
a central and defining feature and notas1a kiiid!of 
instrumental ot •contingent value tackect on to the 
term. In many views of action research;· including 
some of our earliest advocacies fof,,it;lthe idea of 
"participation" was thought to refer.lto·!an -action· 
research group whose members .hadlreached an · 
agreement to research and act• together..on some 
shared topic or •problem. This .viewrcaused us to 
think in terms of "insiders" ana "outsiders" to the 
group and to the action research process:· Such .a 
view carries resonances of discussions.of the role 
of the avant-garde in making the revolution, ·It 
suggests that the.a'ction research group constitutes 
itself against established authorities or ways of 
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working, as if it were the role of the group to show 
how things can and should be done better despite 
the constraints and exigencies of taken-for-granted 
ways of doing things. ,_ , 

The idea of participation as central to partici
patory action research is not so easily enclosed 
and encapsulated. The notion of inclusion evoked 
in participatory action research should not, in our 
view, ·be regarded as static or fixed. Partkipatory 
action rese~rch should, in principle, create cir: 
cumstances in which all of those involved in and 
affected by the processes ofiresearch and action 
(all of those involved in thought and action as well 
as theory and practice) about the topic have a 
right to speak and act in transforming things 
for the better. It is to say that, in the case of, 
for example, a participatory action research pro
ject about education, it is 'not only teachers who 
have the task of improving the social practices 
of schooling but also students and many others 
(e.g., parents, school communities, employers of 
graduates). It is to s·ay that, in projects Goncerned 
with community development, not only looby 
groups of concerned citizens but•also local gov
ernment agencies and many others will have a 
share in the consequences of actions taken and, 
thus, a right to be heard in the formation of 
programs of action. 

In reality, of course, not all involved 'and 
affected 'people will participate in any particular 

• l ~ I 

participatory action research project. Some may 
resist involvement, some Ill;ight not be interested 
because their commitments are elsewhere, and 
some mi~t not'qave the meaps to join and con
tribute to the proj~H· as it ' u~folds. ,Th,e poJI1t is 
that a participatory ac~i!?n ·r.ese'l-r~p _prpj~ct ~~at 
a@.§. to tran~>form~~xistipg w~y,~ o( ;4Jt4er§JP.Id
ing, ·exi~tihg spc:ial'!.practices,_andJexistillg s\tila
tions ~mifs't ' aJs_o··wmSfotinl other,<'p.eopl imp. 
~geqcies w}10_, might m9t .PauitUr~(r be paitici~ 
pcffitsriri 'th'tpr~e!ses of1Clomg·the esefrch11inel 
t~glaah~n. In~p1ini~ll p'ai}ici{>i tbryt:a'ction• 
re~afcli 1isstre~ an'1iiiVitatloij_'tb~rpreyiou~ly)6rs:"Iiatu~· 
rally"tlhinvolve'd'f>ettple, as w~llfas1;{s~lf .!tpnttitutea 
~dtiort_tesearch ~rofi'p, tp pah icipate;in :a to min on 
ptoteWs of'com'municative1ictionfor·franifottnation. 
Not all will aa:ept the invitation, but it is incurrtbent 

on those who do participate to take into account 
those others' understandings, 'perspectives, and 
interests-even if the-decision is to oppose them in 
the service of a broader public interest. · • 

Participatory Action Research and . 
the .c:it~que of the "Social Macro-Subject" 

,I ' I 

• 1 As .these comments suggest, participatory 
action research does not-or need not-valorize 
a particular group as 'the carrier of legitimate 
political action. In his critique of the "social 
macro-subject" in The Philosophical Discourse 
of Mo'dernity "and Between Facts and Norms, 
Habermas {1987-a, 1996} argued that political 
theory ha's frequently been led astray by•the notion 
that a·state or an organization can be autonomous 
and self-Tegulating in any clear sense. The cir
cumstances •of late modernity are such, he argued, 
that- itJis simplistic and mistaken to imagine that 
the machinery of government or management is 
unified and capable of self-regulation in any 
simple sense of "self:' Govetnments;1 and the 
machinery of'government; an:d managements and 
the machinery of , contemporary organizatidl}s, 
are nowadays so coniplexl multifaceted, ;and 
('often) ' internally contradictory as "systems'l'<that 
they do not operate iin any autondmotr_slway,tlet 
alone in any way that could>belreg8."rded lhsl'self
regulating in relation to •the'.p,ubl,icsl.they •airrl'Jto 
govern or manage! ·.They;ate·~ot4.lfilifi~d syste!Jls 
but·1rather c_ort:tplex• sets rofFs~Hsysfem~ t having 
transactio'rts;rof1 var-ioUs ikifi.UsTiW.ith-one.anbther 
economically~( i.hldie- t~e'r1n~ lhletliurrilof money) 
and aon\irl:isttativ~ly (~the.\steerirt'g medium of 
pdw..et) ~Betlfe~·;rrFaf:.ts andrNortns -is a critique of 
con'tel'flporary !'tlleorie·s "of llaw riuid ·government 
tliatiate l5as~d on~cbhcretefhistorically outmoded 
ffoti~fis of govetnm~htality that presume a single, 
more lof.less-ciilified oody politic that is regulated 
by law and a constitution. Such theories presume 
that Jgovernments can encap&ulate and impose 
order on a social body as a unified whole across 
many dimensions of social~ political, cultural, and 
individual life or lives. Many of those who inhabit 
the competing subsystems of contemporary 
government and management in fact acknowledge 
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that no such simple steering is possible; on the 
contrary, steering ,t~es place-to the extent that 
it can happen at all-through an indeterminate 
array of established. practices, structures, systems 
of influence, bargaining, and coercive powers. 

The same is true of partic,iP.atory action 
research groups. When "they coifceive l of. tlierri-

l • -1'. ~ • I I ' l 

selves as closed and self-reg\]lating, they 'inay'lo'se 
contact with social reality.:-Jn fact,pa{ti~ipa~ory 

action research groups !lf.edntemally;<;liv~r~e, th~y 
generally have 1no.11Jnifi~9 ~·~ent~r': ..,or_scor:~ .frqm 
which their P.OW~r,J ail_4 ~ti!hotityl\<:~u:eman~e, , 
and they.fr~qlienfly ,haVe littl~ capa_c_itxLtQ a~biey_~ 
their own end& ·if,they•pmst·coutend,with th~ :will, 
6f oilier powers and on,ier:s~ IMQt.epyer, participa:
torf .action research. grQups connect and interact 
with various kinds of external•people, groups, and 
agencies. In .terms of thought and action, and of 
theory and practice, they arise and act out of, and 
back into, the wider social reality that they aim to 
transform. . , 

The most morally, practically, and politically 
compelling view of participatory action research 
is one that .sees participatory action research as 
a practice through which people can create net
works of communication, that is, sites for the prac
tice .of communicative action.·lt offers·the prospect 
of opening communicative space in public spheres 
of ·ilie kind that Habermas described. Bas_ed on 
such a view, participatory action research ·!lims to 
engender practical critiques of existing states of 
affairs, the development of critical perspectives, 
and the shared formation of emancipatory com
mitments, that is, commitments to. overcome dis
torted ways of understanding the world, distorted 
practices, and distorted social arrangements and 
situations . . (By "distorted" here, we mean under
standings, practices, and situations whose conse
quences are unsatisfying, ineffective, or unjust for 
some or all of those involved and affected.) 

Communicative Action 
and Expl~ratory Action 

' 0 

•Participatory action research creates a com
municative space in which communicative action 
is fostered .among participants and in which 

problems and jssues qm be thematized for critical 
exploration aim~d at ov.ercoming felt dissatisfac
tions (Fay, 1987), irrationality, and injustice. It 
also fosters a kind of"playfulness" about action
wha~,to do. fAt .i~§_ best, it icreates opportunities for 
participants , ~Q adopt a thoughtful but highly 
expjpr(!tor:,y~Y..t~w.of.what to do,·knowing.that their 
pr$1~ti~~ .. ca.M!..®~wiij 1b.e "corrected:' i.p. the light of 
wh~t.sth~}'J 1~<!!!1 from ·their ,qtreful observation of 
t:h_~ p.rg.<;e~$e,s_ill.,M:Foqs!!.q*nce.s of their action as 
i!.J.!!lf9lds~j~~~~ffi! to~~;tl) j!l.Y.olye a new kind 
of·ttnd~;t-st¥J,aing_oitth!! .n9!iQ!l_of;c9Ittm'!llli~ative 
<Wtion; It.is mot;jl!st "tjil~cti,@3'9r "r~fkc.t iv:e ,prac
tice'' (e.g:q;.t$~ t<lCJ_vogte~_(by.tSQ}Jon; J983, ~1987, 
199.kh b».t t!ils'<l. ilQ:i_o· ta.k~.nJwithJth~,principal 
pl!rpose ·;Qf,le!rtning f~OJJl ~.xperi~n~-~ Jby careful 
obs~r\'atipn .oftit_s. P.r.P ~C:.S..§~~:Cilld ·c-9ns.~1;1~nc~s. It 
is deliberatdy 4.esign~d as :~u:....exPllll4tio~t pf.ways 
of doing things in_ this ,par.ticulat sitJjation at~this 
particular historical moment. It is de~igned.t9. be 
exploratory action. ... dil. !L.'-i' 

Participatory action research is sdentific,.and 
reflective in the sense in which John Dewey. 
described "scientific method:' Writing in Demon-acy 
and Education, Dewey (1916) d_escribed the 
essentials of reflection-and scientific method
as follows: 

.. 
' t.~o ... 

~ They are, first, that the pup~ has a•genuffie situ~tion 
of experience-that th.ere b~ ~:~<.>!1Jil1u.g~s , activjty 
in which he is interested for its own sake; secondlY., 

r J f !ll"h'.l 1' "·'~ 
that a genuine problem develop within this situa-

-; 'rtf• j 1:'•t .~oJit'/Pi r~~ 
tion as a stimulus to thought; thira, that e pos-sess 

I 'f1, -,.ll - I -r•, '' 
the information and make the obsemitions'needed 

. ' '•111'(~1 ~l(' "''jl'• ' to deal with it; fourth, that suggest~a solutions 
occur to him which he fsliill · b~!r~po'n~ible' for 
developing in an orderly way;'·ffftli~ that 'he shall 
have the opportunity and occa5i0n1io ·tes't hiS ii:leas 
by application, to make their ,nieahing~clear, and to 
discover for himself their validity .. (p. 192) 

·• u~Amt .• ~ 
.For Dewey, experience ~nd ti.nteUigent action 

were linked in a cycle. Education; llke:science, was 
to aim not just at filling the .m~d& of_students but 
also at helping them to take their place in a demo
cratic society .ceaselessly .. recw,J.sj,ructing and 
transforming.the world through action. Intelligent 
action was always experimental an_d exploratory, 
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conducted with an eye to learning and as an 
opportunity to learn from unfolding experience. 

In our view, participatory action research is an 
elaboration of this idea. It is exploratory action that 
parallels and builds on the notion of communica
tive action. It does more than conduct its reflection 
in the rear-view mirror, as it were, looking back
ward at what has happened to learn from it. It also 
generates and conducts action in an exploratory 
and experimental manner, with actions them
selves standing as practical hypotheses or specu
lations to be tested as their consequences emerge 
and unfold. 

BD CoNSTITUTING PuBLIC SPHERES FOR 

CoMMUNICATIVE AcTION THROUGH 

PARTICIPATORY ACTION REsEARCH 

Baynes (1995}, writing on Habermas and democ
racy, quoted Habermas on the public sphere: 

.. 
[Deliberative politics] is bound to the demanding 
communicative presupppsitions of political arenas 
that do not coincide with the institutionalized will~ 
formation in parliamentary bpdies }?ut extend 
equally to the political public SP.here and to its cul-

' t~ral context and social basis. A deliberative prac-
tice of self-determination can develop only in the 
interplay between, on the' one hand, the parliamen
tary will-formation institutionalized in legal proce
dures and programmed to reach decisions and, on 
the other, political opinion-building in informal 
circles of political communication. (p. 316).1 

In practice, this has been the kind of task that 
many action researchers, and especially partici
patory action researchers, have set for .Jthem
selves-surrounding established institutions, 
laws, policies, and administrative arrangements 
(e.g., government departments) with reasons that, 
on the one. hand, respond to contemporary .crises 
or problems experienced "in the field" (in civil 
society) and, on the other, provide a rationale for 
changing current structures, policies, practices, 
procedures, or .other .arrangements that are 
implicit in causing·or maintaining these crises or 
problems. In response to crises or problems expe
rienced in particular places, participatory action 
researchers are frequently involved in community 
development .projects and initiatives of various 
kinds, including community education, commu
nity economic development, raising political con
sciousness; and responding to "green''; issues. In 
one sense, they see themselves as oppositional, 
that is,.as protesting current structures and func
tions of economic .and administrative systems. In 
another sense, although sometimes they are con
frontational in their tactics, they frequently aim 
not to overthrow established authority or struc
tures but rather to get them to transform. ,their 
ways of working so that problems .and crises can 
be overcome. As Baynes observed, .their· aim is:·to 
besiege authorities with rea;o\ns/ and ,,not to 
destroy them. We mighd also).say,thQweV.er;· that 
some of the reasons_ that r p'irtioip.~tor.y 11action 

,, ~ ' p, , ; 
researchers employ.a~e 'the.fru~t~1of,th,einpractical 

experie~ce . iri• ,np1J4ng!fhlmge.l Jl~y p eate con
crete ,contrailiciions.!be~~en ~stablished , 1of cur-, . , t • • I :1 • .._, .,. t , ' • 
reht' waysrof ·doing-,things,' bn.Jthe!one!hand, and 

I ,, t · ~ A'J JY~ .... ~~~· 11, .. \ . 
~t~:n~tt;~·JX~Y~~~~.tl~re de~e.Joped through thm 
mvesttgat10ns:rT.liey~read :and contrast ,the nature 
'"J~·r ... ,, •. 1.'f • "' • 
ana tconseguebces ),of, existing ways of doing 
t .. '· . 1J,· \ l C..'l''" It . . . . 
thmgs :w~Jh .lli~s~ ,cilternat1ve way~, rurrung to show 
that•irMliQnilities,inJ·ustices, and dissatisfactions 
llJf Tf ' Cf ' ' 

associated tWith ··the,for-mer can be overcome in 
p~£~tfceiJy ih~ \atter. • . 
l 1As we indicated earlier, the approach that par
ticipatory action researchers take to identified 
problems or crises is to conduct research as a basis 
for informing themselves and others about the 
problems or crises and to explore ways in which 
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the problems or crises might be overcome. Their 
stock in trade is communicative action both inter
nally, by opening dialogue within the group of 
researcher-participants, and externally, by opening 
dialogue with the 'powers-that-be about the nature 
of the problems or crises that participants experi
ence in their own lives and ahout ways of changing 
sodal structures and practices to ease or overcome 
these problems or arises. Sometimes advocates of 
participatory actio1.1 research (including ourselves') 
have •misstated th!! nattire~cdfr,tlus oppositional 
role-seeing ~ themselves •as csi!fiply. ··oppo'seat,to 
established 'authorities rather .tha)'l .asropp·osed ;to 
particular• structure$ or e5tablished ptactices::"We 
recognize that in durtowh eariier' advocacies,lthe 
language bf· "emancipation" was ·al;waysl·ambigu!.. 
ous, p·ermittifig or encouraging th·e idea that •the 
eman'cipatiomwe sought was from the structures 
and systems of the state itself rather than, or as 
much as; emancipation from the real objects of 
our .critique-self-deception, ideology, irrational
ity, and/or injustice (as our more judicious for
mulations described it). 

Habermas's critique· of the social macro
subject suggests that our formulation 'of the action 
group as a kind •of avant-garde was always too 
wooden and rigid. It encouraged the notion that 
there were "insiders" and "outsiders" and that the 
insiders could be not only self-regulating and 
relatively autonomous but also effective in con
fronting a more odess unitary, self-regulating, and 
autonomous state or existing authority. That is, it 
seemed to presume an integrated (unconflicted) 
"core" and an integrated ( unconflided) political 
object to be changed as a consequence of Jthe 
investigations undertaken •by the action group. 
In1 reality, we saw action groupnharacterized by 
contradictions, contests, and conflicts within that 
were interacting with contraaictory, contested, 
and conflict-ridden social structures without. 
Alliances shifted and changed both inside action 
groups and in the relations of members with struc
tures and authorities in the wider social context of 
which they were a part. Indeed, many participatory 
action research projects came into existence 
because established structures and authorities 
wanted to explore possibilities for change in 

existing ways of doing things, even though the new 
ways would be in a contradictory relationship with 
the usual ways of operating. 

This way of understanding participatory action 
research tgroups +is •more open-textured and fluid 
than our earlier advocacies ·suggested. In those 
advocacies, we imagined action groups as more 
tightly knotted, better 1integrat~d\ and more "solid" 
than .the 1way.in whichwe-see ·them now. Now we 
recognize the ;~more;; opemand :fluid connections 
between '!members.".dflaction"gtoups•and between 
memoers:and1others•inl the~wider sodal'ccintext in 
which their iriv~stigati~ns take place. f i.,tr] • ', 

I, l j' ,. , ,'!!',I ''' ... l1 I, ' 

' , • r \1 olo l!t 11 l(,• I 111. ' _ : 
Public· Sp~r~~;~?r::;)l''J.Y<t I:· 1 \'! 1 .• I r L 

In Be'tWee'ntFacfS'aniNof'.ms; Haoerinas (1996, 
chap. 8) ·outline<;!: 'thd cii)ds' 'Qi(C~Ri:Jitiobs · pnder 
which people can engage in 'coilimiihicative action 
in the contexts of social action and ;sQc:i(!l move
ments. He set out .to describe the nature of.what he 

' 
called public spheres. (Note that he did not refer 
solely to !~the public sphere:· which·is 'an abstrac
tion; rather, he referred to "public spheres:' which 
are concrete and practical contexts for com
munication.) The public spheres that Habermas 
had in mind are not the kinds 1of tommunicative 
spaces of most of our social and po~itical commu
nication. Communication i1.1 very' 'many political 

I 0 fr ' I J J 

contexts (especially in the sel}~e 1 of ,reafpolitik) is 
frequently distorted and disqgu,req by, ipterest
based bargaining, that is, P.y peQpl~ ·~peaking 

and acting in ways that are guided by their own 
(self-) interests (even if they are shared political 
interests) in the service of their 1·own·, (shared) 
particular goals and ends. -we return to 'this in 
our discussion of participatory adiQn' research 
and communicative space later. :. · · 

From 1Habermas's (1996, .chap:• B) ·discussion 
in Between Facts and Norms, we identified 10 key 
features of public spheres as he ·defined them. 
In what follows, drawing on other , recent work 
(Kemmis, 2004; Kemmis 1& ·-Brennan Kemmis, 
2003 ), we describe each of these features and then 
briefly indicate how critical ·participatory action 
research projects might exemplify each feature. 
From Kemmis and Brennan Kemmis (2003), we 
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also present comments indicating how two kinds 
of social action projects displayed some of the 
characteristics of public discourses in public 
spheres, that is, how participatory action research 
work can create more open and fluid relationships 
than can the closed and s.omewhat mechanical 
notions sometimes associated with action 
research groups and methpdologically driven 
characterizations of their work. To use this illus
tration, it is necessary to give a brief introduction 
to these examples·. The first is an example of a 
participatory action research project in Yirrkala, 
Australia, during the late 1980s and 1990s. The 
second is an example of a large educational con
gress held in the Argentine Republic in 2003. 

Example 1: The Yirrkala Ganma Education 
Project. During the late 1980s and 1990s, in the far 
north of Australia in the community'ofYirrkala, 
NortH East Arnhem Land,'Northern Territory, the 
Yolngu indigenous people wan'ted to change their 
schools. 2 They wanted to make their schools 
mo;e appropriate 'for Yolngu ,children. Mandawuy 
Yunupingu, then deputy principal a~ the school 
arid later lead sing'ei: of the pop group Yothu Yindi, 
wrote a~oi.it'the probiem th'is way: 

I ' \~1 • 

1'i-'),1•llu• .. j_,,, .••• '• 
Yolngu children have difficulties iii learning areas 
of Ba!anaa''[whit~ man's] knowledge. This is not 
.. '! l.ol~1 ' 'J li'#P.\-·I!liG'I' r>• 'l!1. , I '· l-,.. lHl . ' because.l olngu cannot llimli:, 1t 1s because the cur
' ·__, . 1L \ )) (ii ~tf, I j" ;I 1<\(l~"(t II• 11••1 ' I• ncillum m me school$ IS •not· releyant for Yolpgu 
hild' 1 llit'f,.ft•l .. J'(!:'ihlj ~~~ l J t: .'!1U"U~ ' !1L I I~ t' c ren, ·ana o en ese curncwum ocumen s 

d 'J'', '..l b' 'B·~t-.u • ":,,,., (.f. .f'C.,!!Htn!l- l'" "f. are eve opeu y i:Uanua w o. are ~u111ocemnc m 
their ·value's . .:rlie._:W'at Utitt"'lJal'alfi.ta:!i{feopie f liave 
institutionalis'ed 'their'-way( Of, liviqg. i'Sihhto~ 
maintaining the social repf!>dUction p]r~es~\:Where 
children are sent to schoolfanq,~ef 8.!\e!tau~t t_6 d.o 
things in a particwar Yiay. Oft~n .tlte !J!ings that th~ 
learn favour [the int~rests 9fJ .t!}~~r,ich 1IDJp poV(~jj 
ful, bec!l?se when they .\~ave,l~JPPak·Jt,~d ~9n\O 
work] the control of the workforce is in the liands 

1
of 

.~ •I , ,, , '-i 
the ~iddle clas~. and,th~ up~.~!', ~lassi i ,, . , 1 

An appropriate curriculum· for Yolngu IS one 
. , ·tr~tt:r J ;n•u' t 1 1 1.' 

that is located 'in ·the Aboriginl4 world wh1ch can 
enable the childrid11to crdss bver mto11the BaJanda 
world: [It all~ws ]l lfoddehtifldfion Of bits of 
Ba:landa knowledge tha't ar~ consistent with the 
.Yolngu way of learning. (¥unupirigu, 1991, p. 102) 

The Yolngu teachers, together 'With other 
teachers and with the help of their cdmmunity, 
began a journey of participatory action research. 
Working together, they changed the ~hlte nian's 
world of schoolipg. Ot course, som~times there 
were conflicts and disagr!!em~nfs, but . ,they 
worked through them in the Yolngu way-toward 
yonsensus. They had help but no money t(! .con
duct tlJ,eir research. 

Their research was not research about schools 
and schooling in general; rather, their participa
tory action research was about how schooling was 
done in their schools. As Yunupingu ( 1991) pi.lt it, 

So here is a fundamental difference compared with 
traditional research about Yolngu education: We 
start with Yolngu knowledge and work out what 
comes from Yolngu minds as of central importance, 
not the other way [a]round. (pp.102-103) 

Throughout the process, the teachers were 
guided by their own collaborative research into 
their problems and practices. They gathered 
stories from the old people. They gathered infor
mation about how the school worked and did not 
work for them. They made .changes and watched 
what happened. They thought carefully about the 
consequences of the changes they made, and '.then 
they made still further changes onithe'basis of·the 
evidence they had gathered. , 

I • 
4 I·' \1ltl \ ~' \ : rtl),~) ) 11 \ .. • J l' 11 

Through the1r shared JOUrney o~participatory 
.. ~. ,n;b _ ,.;~·:· 11~1,_--l ' -l'~Hl'f';'¥.'ll •>t,a· ~{._\)p.,1':1(;<l• J .- . 

act10n researc , Ule sc oo an u1e commumty 
• ! ~~1•1 l· ·~ ·J,'lll ~- !tlj't. A/. i N.Ula"'k1.1\-.. !'J\lv·•~ , . 
discovered now to hm1t 

1
tlle culturhlly, corrosive 

1ffi"' ~tl\o!!Qr' :t,j(h!/.li(.\~t~1~fl~. 1 Jli\•::1 ·f!-\ • .:1h .. ,1! t• d e ec s o tue w 1 e mans way o , sc oo mg, an 
11 10~·~11,;1 Mtf(l1Jfi~11J'- f11!F' ••• -.\ 1u't I',' 
they 'learnea to .resP,ect lioth Yolngu 

1
ways and the 

" rl)Sftc\ "'l{~th!-i#!ltA II~J: lJ' 'ijol), , "' 
wh1te man's 'Y.ays. At first, the teachers called the 
t')~~,l)fj , ,., r-, ·:~i'· .'l#l ft[ •q I ' , • , 
new form ... qf \'sc oolmg ,'both ways eaucatwn. 
'~ ~ J~ ilo~ <lf'~~~~~~ij', j , " I • 

~atfr, arawmg,oJ,l ~.sacr~d stor,y from their own 
tradit~~ef. c~i~d 1it'"Ganma' educatio'n:' 
~:-t~ritllig· ag~tft his ~opeslfor-the Ganma research 
f' ll, ~ "I •Hl· ;r,, · . ' t I • 
that the commumty conducted to develop 
)-l~f~~ I f'•' I J ' • 
tlie u;leas and practices of Ganma education, 
Yu'ri~pihgu {1991} observed, 

' -
' ' , ) . I ' If I am hoping the Ganma research will become 

critical educatiorlal 1research, that 'it will empower 
Yolngu; that ' it will emphasize emancipatory 
aspects, and that it will take a side-just as the 
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Balanda research has always taken a side but never 
reveal~d this, always claiming to be neutral and 
objecti~e. My aim in Ganma is to help, to change, to 

.. shift the balance of power. · 
GaiJma research is also critical in the processes 

we use. Our critical community of action researchers 
working together, reflecting, sharing, and thinking 
includes important Yolngu elders, the Yolngu action 
group [teachers in the school], Balanda teachers, 
and a Balanda researcher to help with the process. 
Of course, she is involved too; she cares about our 
problems, [and] she has a stake in finding solu
tions-this too is different from the traditional role 
of a research,er. (p. 103) ' .. ·. 

It is, I must stress, important to locate Ganma in 
our broader de\(elopment plans . . . in the overall 
context of Aboriginalisation and cont~ol intq which 
Gan~a must£t. (p.104) 

Together, the teachers and the community 
found new ways in which to think about schools 
and schooling, that is, new ways in which to think 
about the work of teaching and learning and about 
their community and its future. Their collabora
tive participatory action research changed not 
only the school but also the people themselves. 
1 We. give a little more information about the 
com'municative··relationships established in the 
project as we describe 10 features of .public 
spheres as discussed.by Habei~as. 

~ 1 ~ •t· d f ' • ,, 

Example 2: The C6rdoba Ei:iucatwnal Congress. 
'. •• ' • I J' ~ I '. 

In October 2003, some 8,000 
1
teacherS: gathered 

• ' •l •H J C ' , in C6rdoba, Argentina, for the Congreso lnter~ 

nacional de Educaci6n ( Congreso V Nacional y III 
1 I I ~ I i j 

Internacional).3 We want to show that the 'con-
• I ' I ..1f ' 

gress opened a shared communicative S.Pace .to 
explore the nature, conditions, and possibilities 
for change in tpe sodal realities of education in 
Latin America. When participants opened #{is 
communicativ~ space, they created open-eyed 
and open-minded social relationships in which 
participants were jointly committed to gaining a 
c~Hical and self-critical grasp on their social reai~ 
ities and the possibilities for changing the' educa
tional practices of their schools and universities 
and for overcoming the injustice, inequity, irra
tionality, and suffering endemic in the societies in 
which they live. Although we are ,not claiming that 

the case perf~~lly realizes the ideal type of the 
p.ublic sphere, it ~.eems to us that the participants 
in_the C6rdol?a:congress created the kind of social 
arena ·that ~is apprQpriately described as a public 
sphere. Moreoy~r:.the ~ongress is also to be under
stood as one ,qf,many ~ey moments in a broad 
social anq educ;Jtjov_al:movement at which partic
ipants rep.Qrt~d !QIJ FP.~ticular projects of differ
ent kinds (m~ny ,p_[j th~m!.Jparticipatory action 
(esear1=h projects.), ;s~~t_pg . the.se p!\r.ticul~ pro
jects as contributions tq the hi$ orical,.ll.ocial; and 
political process of ;transfor~i!lg e41JcatioiJ :in 
various countries in South America~ , 1 ~. • . , , 

The 10 features of public spher<;:s werl~~n~ 
tioned earlier are as follows: 

1. Public spheres are constituted as actual net
works of communication among actual partici
pants. We should not think of public spheres as 
entirely iibstract, that is, as if there were ju~t one 
public sphere. ~n reality, there are many public 
spheres. · ' 

..... ,1, 
Understood ~P this way, participatory ac;~i<;m 

research groups and projects might be seen as 
" ' open-texture~ p~tworks established for commu-

nication and exploration of social problems or 
issues and as having relationships with other net
works and organizations in which members also 
participate. 

The Yirrkala Ganma project involved a partic
ular group of people in and around the schqols 
and community at that time. It was a.so!!le~hat 
fluid group that 'Yas focused on a group of indige
nous teachers at the school together with CO.IJliilU

nity elders and other community members
parents and others-and students atthe schools. 
It also· involved nonindigenous teachers1and core
searchers who acted as critical frieiids ,to the 
project. The network of actual communications 
among these people constituted the ;p~oject as a 
public sphere. · " ' > ' ' 

The C6rdoba congress brouWih9geth~r some 
8,000 teachers, students, educaiioh officials, and 

• ' I I 

invited experts in various , fields,. Eor the 3 days 
of th~ congress, they cons~itut~d ~ overlapping 
set of networks of,. coP}IIlunic;ation that .could 
be regarded as a large but,highly interconn~cted 
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and thematized set of conversations about 
contemporary educational conditions and educa
tional practices in Latin America. They were 
exploring the question of how current educational 
practices and institutions continued to contribute 
to and reproduce inequitable social relations in 
those countries and how transformed educational 
practices •and institutions might contribute to 
transforming those inequitable social conditions. 

J' 

2. Public spheres are self-constituted. They are 
formed by people who get together voluntarily. 
They are also relatively autonomous; that is, they 
are outside formal systems such as the aclminis
trative systems of ·the state. They are also outside 
the formal systems . of influence that mediate 
between civil society• and the state such as the 
organizations that represent particular interests 
(e.g., a farmers' lobby). They are composed of 
people who want to explore particular problems 
or issues·, that is, around •'Particular themes 
for discussion. Communicative spaces or com
munication networks organized as part of the 
communicative apparatus of the economic or 
administrative subsystems of government or 
business would not • normally qualify as public 
spheres . .... -~~~~ ~) Lu '1 ' • 1 

·Partidpato~y actionresearch groups come into 
existence arotindit}lemest dr:itOpics, that ;partici
pants•want td·investigatellallcf.they make a.shared 
commitmentl. rto ·, collaporatingJ':irl baction tand 
research in the •mterests. of..fraqsformation.!ifqey 
constitute themselves! as'a group !o'nprojc:,ct~ for the 
purpose of mutual critical1nqliiry:iii41ed;at;prac: 
tical transformation 1rof(existiligt~ysr.ofl doiqg 
things (practices/work}, existing underst'ani:lilig~ 
(which guide them as prac~itionets7wbi'keis):imd 
existing situations'(practice settings.lwork'pl~ces) : 

The Yirrkala ·Ganma 1project1:was J.formed ~oy 
people who wanted to .get.together to:·wotlewn 
changing the schools in their·community:.They 
participated voluntarily .•. They were relatively 
autonomous in the sense thatt·theirtactivities were 
based in the schools but. were not '.'owned". by1the 
schools,•·and their activities were based in ·the 
community but were not ·~owned" by any commu
nity organization. The project was held •together 

by a common commitment 1to communication 
and exploration of the possibilities for changing 
the schools to . enact· the Ganma (both .ways) 
vision of Yolngu schooling for Yolngu students 
and ·communities! ., . · , ·· · 

People attended- the C6rdoba congress volun
tarily. Despite the usual complex arrangel?ents for 
people to fund their attendance and sponsorship 
of students and others who could not afford to 
attend (approximately 800 of the 8,000 attendees 
received scholarships to subsidize their •atten
dance),, the congress remained autonomous of 
particular 1schools,.equcation systems, and states. 
The administrative apparatus of the congress was 
not"owned"by any organization or state, although 
its core administrative staff members were based 
at the Dr. Alejandro Carb6 Normal School. The 
congress was coordinated by a committee of edu
cators based in C6rdoba and was advised by an 
academic committee composed of people from 
many significant Argentinean education organiza
tions (e.g., the Provincial Teachers' Union, univer
sities, the National Academy of Sciences based in 
C6rdoba). Arguably, •however, the structuring of 
the congress as a self-financing economic enter
prise (as distinct from its connection with a 
broader social and educational movement) jeop
ardized the extent Jto which it ,might pr'o.p:erly be 
described as a public sphere. . • , • • •, .!'· uA '' • • 

U ,. l'.;. JJ"~ (' ,. , ·odl\• I.' · 

. 3: Public ·spheres rfrequeiitly. come'.into exis
tence in• response otlegititiiation :defidts;· that •is, 
they frequently coiile,into eXistence because poten
tial participants do n'O.t feel that existing .Jaws, ·poll
cies;F~ac.ticest or ituations arel~gitimate.ln such 
casestpartidp.antS.doiJlot feel tliat they would nec
essarily ~haV.e.CofiY!.•to •the decision to do things the 
waysethey1 ar~ now.tbeing done. Their communi
cationtis-r-aimed at ~exploring ways in which to 
overcome these r legitimation deficits by finding 
alternative ways of doing things that will attract 
their informed consent and commitment. 

Participatory action research groups and pro: 
jects frequently come into existence because 
existing ways of working are regarded as lacking 
legitimacy in the sense that they do mot (or no 
longer) command respect or because they cannot 
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be regarded as authentic for participants, either 
individually or collectively. · 

The Yirrkala Ganma project came into exis
tence because of prolonged and profound dissatis
faction with the nature and consequences of the 
white man's way of schooling for Yolngu st!Jdents, 
including the sense ~at current way~ of doing 
schooling were culturally corrosive for Yolngu 
students and communities. As ·indicated !earlier, 
Yolngu teachers and community memb,ers wanted 
to fmd alternative ways of,sch.ooling that would be 
more inclusive, engaging,•anihn.abling fdr-~olngu 

students and that would help to aevelop,tlle.;cbm+ 
munity under Yolngri.contf9~; · Nl1tt), oimi'lfJJ 'Jd! 

Thei people rattenlling,.the ~6rd6l5'a ,t'ongYess 
,. I '""" · ,Y '· .. ~ • . I • generally sharea' .~e. v1ew tliat·lcurrenvforms of 

education ih !Latin ~Jrica serve .the interests of 
a kind· of society thatl does •not t·meet the J~eds 
of mbst citizens, •that is, 1that curr,ent forms of 
schooling1are not legitimate in terms of the inter
ests of the ma:jority of students and their families. 
They •wanted to explore alternative ways of doing 
education that might better serve ' the interests 
of the people of Latin America (hence the theme 
for the congress, "Education: A Commitment With 
the Nation"). 

4. P,ublic 1spheres are constituted for commu
nicative action and for public disrourse. Usually 
they involve face-to-face communication, but 
they could be constituted in other ways (e.g., via 
e-mail, via the World Wide Web). Publk discourse 
in public spheres has a similar orientation to 
communicative action in that it is oriented toward 
intersubjective agreement, mutual understand
ing, and unforced consensus about what to do. 
Thus, communicative spaces organized for essen
tially instrumental or functional purposes-to 
command, to ·influence, to exercise control over 
things-would not ordinarily qualify as public 
spheres. 

Participatory action research projects and 
groups constitute themselves for communication 
oriented toward intersubjective agreement, 
mutual understanding, and unforced consensus 
about what to do. They create communication 
networks aimed at achieving communicative 

action and at projecting communicative action 
into practical inquiries aimed at transformation 
of social practices, practitioners' understandings 
of their practices, and the situations and circum
stances in which they practice. 

The Yirrkala Ganma project was cr~ated with 
the principal aim of creating a shared commu
nicative space in which opeople could think, talk, 
and• act ·together openly and with a commitment 
to making a difference in the way in which school
ing wa's''e'n<ictfdo'in1tlleir·.commun,ity. Communi
cations 1in tthe"pr:gjecb~ere tni.ostly face-to-face, 
buflthere was'~hlsom1uch 'wj-itteri •communication 
as ;p'eople ~worked on various ideasrand·isubproj-

f ~' ~. H.'J'' '19\""'·M I ~lit, ~ .. - ~ ·,' • 
ectsJW1thm, the; overrubframework,of~thNGanma 

' •. t ~ - >"1!1.,1 '> ' J!}IL.. , , ,' , 
pi'OJett\\They' spent many hours m ·reachmg mter-
subjectivb•)agreemeht on lithe --lideas1othat •framed 
their thinking about education, in reaching mutual 
imderstanding about the conceptual framework in 
which their 'current situation 'was to be under
stood and about the Ganma conceptual frame
work that would help to guide their thinking as 
they developed new forms of ~schooling, · and in 
determining ways in which to m:ove forward 
based on unforced consensus about how to pro
ceed. Although it might appear that they had an 
instrumental approach and a clear goal in 
mind-the development of an improv~d form of 
schboling-it should be empliasized that .their 
task was not merely instrumental~ ; lt ilwasltnot 
instrumental because they h'ad norclear idea·at the 
beginning about what form this': new 'tkind of 
schooling would take; oboth their 'goal Yafla 1the 
means to achieve it needed to be critically 'devel
oped through their communicative ··action and 
public discourse. : ... .' · 

In the C6rdoba congress, people caine.together 
to explore ways of 'Conceptualizing a reconstructed 
view of schooling and education:forUtiri•America 
at this critical moment in the history of many of 
its nations. The point 6f the congress was to share 
ideas about how the current situation should be 
understood and how it was formed and to con
sider ideas, issues, obstacles, ahd .possible ways in 
which to move forward toward foJ;ms of education 
and schooling that might, on the one hand, over
come some of the problems of the past and, on the 
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other, help to shape forms of education and 
schooling that woUld be more appropriate to the 
changed world of the present and future. 
Participants at the congress presented and debated 
ideas; they explored social, cultural, political, edu
cational, and economic problems and issues; they 
considered the achievements of programs and 
appro-aches that offered alternative "solutions" to 
these problems and issues; 'and they aimed to 
reach critically informed views about how educa
tion and schooling might be transformed to over
come the problems· and addtess the issues they 
identified in the sense that they aimed to reach 
practical decisions abo·ut what might be done in 
their own •settings when participants returned 
home from the congress. 

I' 

5. Public spheres aim ·to be inclusive. To the 
extent that communication among participants 
is exclusive, doubt may arise as to whether a 
sphere is in fact a ·~public" sphere. Public spheres 
are attempts to create communicative spaces that 
iriduae hot •only the parties most obviously 
interested·:in •and raffected by -decisions but also 
people.,ana groupsvperiphetal . to (or routinely 
excluded'r.f(orn)bdisc·rlsliionscin relation to the 
topics around whicb theytform!~Thus, essentially 
private br pr.ivilege~d~l.grouplV organizations, 
and commimicativi rletWorks•do no't qualify' as 
public spheres. nr1u ·wribi!lilu:ttwiq I' 

. Participatory lad idn!ires"'cra-rch>Jpro'jects ·and 
groups aim to indu:'de ~not ohly:pracfitioners (e!g., 
teachers, community developm'efit4voi\kers)'lbut 
also other-s involved in a.na;affectea.l}ftheir•pra"'tl 
tices (e.g.~ st!J,dents}families; clients). .t ~JI~ 

The Yirrkala G-anrna project:a:imgd .to -~iht:luqe 
as many- of -the 'people :whol~were , \at.i"d1Jar.e) 
involved in and affected by fchoolinifih the 'Co'ffi• 
munity as was possible. It' reached' 6utjfrlflfi1.th~ 
school to .involve the aommunity'lmd t~mfnliri:ity 
elders, it included nonihdigenbus'teachers a.s'well 
as indigenous teachers, ~an<:P it linVolved ~stUden'ts 
and · their families : a·s well a~ ; tea~hers ~n the 
school. It was •not·e'xdusive>in· the· s·e·iise that!its 
assertion of Yolngu ' control.rext l.utled Balanda 
(nbnindigenous) people;l,still, it ·inv'ited Balanda 
teachers, advisers, and others to join the common 

commitment of Yolngu people in their search for 
improved forms uf education a:rid• schooling that 
would meet the needs and aspirations •of iYolngu 
people and their communities more genU:in~ly. · 

The C6rdoba congress 1aimed -to be tbroadly 
inclusive.•lt was a congress that was described by 
its coordinator, Marla Nieves Diaz Carballo,•as ~'by 
teachers for teachers"; nevertheless, it induded 
many others' involved in and affected by educaL 
tio·n and schooling in Latin America-students, 
education officials, invited experts, representa
tives· of,·a range: of government 'and nongovern
ment organizations, and others. It aimed to 
include all of· these different kinds· of people as 
friends an:d -contributors to a common cause
creating new forms of education and schooling 
better suited to the needs of the present and 
fufure·in llatin America and the world. 

6. lAs part of their inclusive character, public 
spheres tend to involve communication in ordi
nary language. In public spheres, people deliber
ately seek to break down the barriers 'and 
hierarchies >formed by the use •of specialis~ dis
course's and the modes of address•charlacteristic 
of bureaucraCies· that pre5ume ·a r.arlking.of'the 
importance·,of speakers and ' what they ·say -in 
terms of their positional .authbriey.t (oi' •l lat }S. 
thereof). •Public splieres <alsb 'tend• 'to,·have :o·nly 
the weakest Of distinctions 'between:insiders and 
outsiders· ( they•have>-relafivelyipettlleable lboun'd
aries and cllan.-ging·l'menibeishipsll) •and between 
people•wno•are relatively'tlis.inteiested and those 
wlfosetselfl~ffiterests are significantly affected by 
th~ftopiC.S t'ndet Jdiseitssibn. ":-] hus, the commu
ffi.cativeitapparatuses of many •government and 
tfusihess.bTghniza:tiohs; and of>organizations that 
rely,IQ'nlfthe. §petialist 'expertise-of some partici
·Piiflts fot -th'i!ir operations, do not ordinarily qual-
ifyas·pfiblic spheres. ·. . 
11 •While drawing on the resources and discourses 
of theory and policy in their investigations, partic
ipatory action cresearchers aim to athieve mutual 
comprehension and create discourse communities 
that allow all participants to have a voice and play 
a part in reaching consensus· about what to do. By 
necessity, they use language that all can use rather 
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than relying on the specialist discourses of social 
science that might exclude some from the shared 
task of understanding and transforming shared 
everyday lives and a shared lifeworld. 

In the Yirrkala Ganma project, much of the 
communication about the project not only was in 
ordinary language but was also conducted in the 
language of the community, that is, Yolngu-matha. 
This not only was a deliberate shift from the lan
guage in which Balanda schooling was usually 
discussed in the community (£nglish and s.ome 
specialist educational dis_course) ,gut :also r~as 1a 
shift to engage and use tQ.e conc~ptJ.IB;{ fr~UJ}ewqd<s 
of the community and Y~lrtgu cultu.r~:_Op._th_eJoth~r 
hand, the modes,. of addresstof·fu~ ·¥oJpgu culture 
requir~ resp~~t for, el<;lers.1 a~d ,speGialis~t{orms 
of, languag~ for;.~'insi~e'~atters (s_eRret/sqqe.Pl 
for the initiated) versus l'outside/~ m~tter§,(se.cular, 

for the uninitiated), so many discussions of the 
Ganma conceptual .framework required parti~i
pants to respect these distinctions and the levels of 
initiation of speakers and hearers. 

At the C6rdoba congress, many speakers used 
specialist educational (and other) discourses to 
discuss their work or ideas, but much of the dis
cussion, took place in language that was deliber
ately intended fo be inclusive and engaging for 
participants, ¢at is, to share ideas and open up 
participants for debate without assuming that 
hearers were fluent in specialist discourses for 
understanding either the . sociopolitical context 
of education in Latin America or the technical 
aspects of contemporary education in L,atin 
American countries. More particularly, the .• lan
guages used at the congress, including transla
tions from English and Portuguese, were inclusive 
because they were directed specifically toward 
fostering the shared commitment of participants 
about the need for change and the obstacles and 
possibilities ahead if participants wanted to join 
the shared project of reconstructing education in 
Argentina and elsewhere. Specialist discourses 
were used to deal with specific topics (e.g., in phi
losophy, in social theory, in curriculum), but the 
conversations about those topics soon shifted 
register to ensure ·that ideas were accessible to 
any interested participants. 

7. Public spheres presuppose communicative 
freedom. In public spheres, participants are free to 
occupy (or not occupy) the particular discursive 
roles of speaker, listener, and observer, and they 
are free to withdraw from the communicative 
space of the discussion. Participation and non
participation are voluntary. Thus, communicative 
spaces and networks generally character.i.~ed by 
obligations or.duties to lead, follow, direct, obey, 
remain silent, ,or remain outside the group could 
npt be cha~acterized as,pJJplic ~pberes. 
't ·Ill Pa~ticip~tgr,y a§tioli; res~~rch ,projects and 

1groups .• ;cQ.Q§.titpt~;;the.!Jllelves .• to .:'open .Jcommu
niyativ'~ sp.ace:; i:UI1Q}'1g, p'!fti~iPC!..Ilt's_, They consti
tH~~th~\J1seJye~;to_gi}je•pAtticipant~ .the right1and 
.opportunicy to sp,e~ and p~ eiird;·tQ listen, or to 
wall<, away from the.,pr~ject or group. Contrary to 
sqme ,qf oux: •eflrlier, view:;; Jh~;y, ~ej!J.Q.tclosed and 
self-~eferential group.s in ·whi!:h partidpants· are 
(or can. be) bound to some '~p.arty line" in the 
sense Qf a "correct" way of seeing things.:Moreover, 
they constitute themselves deliberately for·critical 
and self-critical conversation and decision mak
ing that aims to open up existing ways• of saying 
and seeing things, that is, to play with ,the rela
tionships between the actual and the possible. · 

In the Yirrkala Ganma project, participants 
were free to occupy the different ro~es of speaker, 
listener, and observer or to withdraw from discus
sions. In any particular discussion, .some may h.ave 
occupied one or another of these roles to a greater 
extent, but over the life of the project, people gen
erally occupied the range of these roles at.-one 
time or another. As indicated e(!.rlier, so_me people 
continued to occupy privileged .• pqsitiops as 
speakers (e.g., on matters of inside knowledge), 
but they also occupied roles as listeners in many 
other situations, responding with their specialist 
knowledge whenever and whereverjt was appro
priate to do so. In general, however, th!:. prolonged 
discussions and debates about giving form to the 
idea of the Ganma (both ways) curriculum was 
conducted in ways that enabled participants to 
gather a shared sense of what it was and could be 
and how it might be realized J.n practice. The dis
cussions were consistently open and critical in the 
sense that all participants wanted to reach shared 
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understandings .and agreements about the 
limita~ions of ,Balanda education for Yolngu 
children and communities and about the possi
bilities for realizing a different and improvep 
form of.education for Yolngu children and their 
community. 
, The C6rdoba congress engendered conditions 

of communicative freedom. Although the con
gress program and timetable privileged particu
lar participants as sp~akers at particular tim~s, 
th_e vast conversation of the congress, within,-and 
outside its formal sessions and in both formal apd 
informal communication, presupposed the free
dom of participants to speak in, listen to, observe, 
and withdraw from particular . discussions. 
Conversations were open and critical, invi~ing 
participants to explore ideas a,nd .possibllities for 
change together. ~· ,. . 

t '"'11 f : t 

1 8. ;IThe· C?mm)lni!l!!tive · netwQr~s of pupli~ 
sph~res gen,erate. corrpJ11)JJi~atiy~·PQW~r; that is, the 
positjo_nsJM4Nkwp.o~tst$f~y~lQp~d,! th.rJ!ugh. ~s
cussion ;wiU 'cQm.IDiiD!hth~ r~~pe£t o(p;trtic~p~nJs 
not by v~t)l~~qtobligatiqp,_lb\lt:rath!!r. b;y ;_~e 1pqwer 
of mutu~ W!g_eJ..~tan@!gi.~nQ._fQ~swsu~,.Thus, 
communi~_atj_qn, U:! rppbij_<;;:sp}l~~s ·:cr~t~ ~legiti

macy·in the strqng~~t .§~se~ffu.at~is, ,...tbe sh_ar~g 
belief among participants· :.th® th~y:-t(re~ly,t!Uld 
authentically consent to.. t;hc;,.~.ec~ign~ .they ga!=li. 
Thus, systems of 'comtpand. or ·iPfll!~n~~·~where 
decisions are formed on th!! Q.as · s ,Q(.Q.pedi~M~.QJ 

self-int_erests, wopld not ordina.r_ily,{q~C!l!.fy~ 

puplic spheres. , 1 1 •l. J 1<{' 1nm 
Participatory action research prgj~GtS!JlM 

groups allow participants to de:velqp und~r~tan<h 
ings of, reasqns for, anc;t shared commitro.ent:,tp 
transformed ways pf doing things.~hey,encour~ge 
explora.tion and investigati.on of soc;ial practices_; 
understanqings, and simations. -By,fue· v~ry .!W.t:of 
doing so, ,they generate more a_llthepti\= und~~;

standings among patticipant_s •and ~a ~®!~4 sen~~ 

of the legitimacy of -th~ ~eci.~ions they m~e. 
Over the life of the )Yirr}<ala, G_an.m~ ~project, 

and in the continl!ing .work·ar~~!pg,frQm it ·p!!,t;tic
ipants developed ·the strongest· sense that the new 
way of thinking about educ:ation and schooling 
that they were developing was timely, appropriate, 

true to their circumst;t_nces, and_ genera,tiye fqr 
Yolngu children and their community. Th~y.,w!,!re 

clearly conscious that their shared viewpgint, ras 
well as their conceptual fraPlework, contrasted 
marke!ily with taken-for-gr'!_n~ed assum.p,tigps 
and presuppositions about schooling in ;.i\.uW;tli~, 
including many taken-for-granted (Balanda) ideas 
abput indigenous edu\=.~tion. Tl}e COJill1luni~ative 
ppwer developed through I the project. sustained 
participapts in their commitment to these 1 new 
ways of..,schooling despite the occasional ~;esis

tances ~ A4!!Y experienced when the N:orthern 
TerritOJf.education authorities found that commu
nity proposals were counter to, or exceptions to, 
usual ways of operating in the system. (It is a trib
ute to many noninqigenous people in the Northern 
Territory who worked with Yirrkala Comm\}rity 
Schools and the associated Homelands Centre 
Schools that they gener;tliy took a constt:uctive 
and rsupportive view of ·the community's . pro
posals even when the proposals fell outside 
es.tab_li_shed practice. The obviou_s and de~p c;om
mitment ·0f the Yolngu teachers and .community 
to the tasks of the proje~;t, the support of ~red,ible 
extern!ll coresearchers, and the.lqng-,term_p.ature 
of the project encourage.d .l!limy noniQdjg(lpous 
system staff members · t~ giY..~ i.th~f1Bn:!je!=t' ,~)the 
b.enefi~ pfuthe ·9o.l!b.t" :<!S, an .e~u~C!tiQpa\ Lproject 
th~tthijp fue:.~po§.~il>ility'itQ ~~l!g:eed1in~ indig~p.ous 
~41Jt~iqn r.wb~te 'liD!U!Y: -pJ~'ttiQu~ p~gpo§~&j;and 
P.lans d_e..y~~p.!!d~br. U!QI!i.Il.Qlgel)qus 1 p@p~e had 
f~e~.ttofu, ctw~ ~~';r·r·• .-: ~~~~ 'lll-. 1rt 

~'!)'~~ C6rggl>u9ngres_s was_ ·infus.ed_ by a grow
ing •S~Q~e1 ~{~~l.La.r~Q.~conviction t~nd, :shar~.d com
mitment: about, th~ n~~d .~anq 1 possibilities for 
£hang~_AQ .. equ~;tJ:iQ!l .. in Argentina1;md elsewhere 
i.n 1Iratin~er~~- 0n the other l}and,·the impetus 
@<i'Jngmentum pf the _9-ev~.loping sens~ of ~hared 
c;g_qyjgtio.n,may haye been more fragile rand tran
sit<fr.y, b~cause the congress was ~ust a. few ~ays 
long ('!~though puild.ing on the momen~um from 
previous COI)gresses ~d o!her work that pan~~;ipants 
wex:e rdoing toward. the same transforrn11tive ends). 
Seen against .the broad~r sweep of ~ucation, and 
educational qha,nge in education in Latin America, 
how~ver, it is clear that the congres& was ,drawing 
on, refreshing, and redirecting long-standing 
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reserves of critical educational progressivism in 
the •hearts, minds, and work of many people who 
attended. 

'The shared conviction that new ways of work
ing in education are necessary generated a power
ful and nearly tangible sense of solidarity among 
participants in the ' congress-a powerful and 
lasting shared commitment• to pursuing the direc
tion's suggested by the :discussions and debates 
in which they had participated .. It •also generated 
an· enduring sense of tli~ legitimacy :of decisions 
made by particip~rlts ir\ the llght ·of shilted explo! 
ration•oflherr situations: shared delib~ratiori,:;-and 
shared decision maldrlg .. · · J!:J•J l!:.) '";~•, ·~ <I 

f J •J"" ' .• •1. 1 'i.i 1 • II '1\ '!f, r 'ti \::1' 1 • 

1. 9~! Public spheres'do 'not affect"social systems 
(e.g.; ·governnienf, •administration) directlyl th'eir 
impact oil ·srstems is indirect. In public spheib, 
participants aim to change the climate of debate, 
the ways in which things are thought about and 
how situations are understood. They aim to gener
ate a sense that alternative ways of doing things are 
possible and feasible ahd to show that some 
of these alternative ways actually work or that the 
new ways do indeed resolve problems, overcome 
dissatisfactions, or address issues. Groups orga
nized primarily to pursue the particular interests of 
particular-groups by direct intervention with gov
ernment or administrative systems would not ordi
narily qualify as public spheres. Similarly, groups 
organized in ways that usually serve the particu:lar 
interests of particular groups, even though this 
may happen in a concealed or "accidental'' way (as 
frequently happens with news media); do not ordi
narily qualify as public spheres. 
· Participatory attion research projects and 
groups rarely have the power to legislate or com
pel change, even among their own members. rt is 
onl}"by 'the force of better argument, transmitted 
to authorities who must decide for themselves 
what to 'do, that they influence existing structures 
and procedures. They frequently establish them
selves, and are permitted to establish them
selves, at the margins of those structures · and 
procedures; that is, in spaces ·constituted ·• for 
exploration and investigation and for trying 
out alternative ways of doing things. They are 

frequently listened ·to because they have been 
deliberately allowed to explore this marginal 
space, with the tacit understanding that what 
they learn may be of benefit to others and 
to existing systems and structutes.Although they 
may understand themselves as oppositional or 
even "outlaw"o(in a metaphorical sense), they are 
frequerttly acting with the knowledge · and 
encou'ragement of institutional authorities who 
recognize•that t;hahges might be needed: 

••As' already'--•in1licate'd>Gthe sY.i:rrkala Ganma 
ptoj~ct4v~~:.,\)as'e'd irilthe<·sthools• but. was not. an 
offiiiial·pttlje'Gt\of;;tli:e .s<;h05l>'s}'Stemmr'•education 
systeffi;> and•~it l:Wa~ ~l:!:ased1iiii'"'the·i~o.rtimu1iity 
but#as~ndr.ran1o'ffidililqrrojectJ6flany:h>Wfl:hunity 
orgatlizatiort!h'l!h~i.isclf6<ils i:anel1 tlfe·\ Northern 
Terfitl>(ytl~aucaiiofi 'tsy~t~mP'<ts1cwell& as ityarious 
community otg'aruza:tio-tis ;lneWtofi.tn~ existence 
of the project and were generally:supportive. The 
work of the project was ·not· annmp"tov~inent or 
development project undertaken'hy<'lifiy~of• these 
organizations; nor did the project '!speak''• directly 
to these organizations from within the functions 
and operations of the systems as systems. On the 
contrary, the project aimed •to change the way in 
which these systems and organizations thought 
about and organized education in the community. 
In particular, it aimed to change the conceptual 
frameworks and discourses in which Yolhgu 
education was understood and the activities that 
constituted it. In a sense,' the transformations pro
duceo by the project were initially "tolerated" by 
these systems and organizations as exceptions to 
usual ways 'of operating. Over time, through the 
indirect • influence of showing that alternative 
ways of doing things could work, the systems 
began to accept them-even though the alterna
tive ways were at odds with practice elsewhere. 
The project changed the climate of discUssion and 
the nature of the discourse about wliat constitutes 
good education for Yolngu children and commu
nities. Because· similar experiments Were going on 
elsewhere·aroundAustralia (e.g., with the involve
ment of staff ·members from Dealdn University, 
the University ·of Melbourne,' and Batchelor 
College), there was a sense"within 'education 
systems that the new experiment should be 
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permitted to proceed in the hope (increasingly 
fulfilled) that the new ways of working might 
prove to be more effective in indigenous schools 
in indigenous communities where education had 
frequently produced less ·Satisfactory outcomes 
than in nonindigenous schools ·and, for non
indigenous students and communities. In a vari
ety of small but significant ways, education 
systems began to accept the discourses of "both 
ways" education (realized differently in different 
places) and to encourage different practices of 
"both ways" education in indigenous communi
ties and schools with large enrollments of indige
nous students. 

The C6rdoba congress operated outside the 
functional .frameworks of education and state 
systems and aimed to change ·the ways in which 
education and schooling were understood and 
practiced indirectly rather than directly. No state 
agehcy sponsor contrqlled the congress; as 
indicated • earlier, it is a congress created and 
maintained by its organizers "by teachers for 
teachers:' On the other hand, state officials (e.g., 
the minister of education for the Province of 
C6rdoba [Amelia L6pez], the Argentinean federal 
minister of education [Daniel Film us]) 
addressed the congress and encouraged partici
pants in their efforts to ' think freshly about the 
educational problems •'and issues being con
fronted in schools and in Argentina. The size, 
success, and generativity of previous congresses 
was well known (the 2003 congress was the fifth 
national congress and third .international con~ 

gress qeld in .C6rdoba), and it .is· reasonable to 
assume ·that representatives •of the state would 
want to endorse the congress even if some of the 
ideas and practices being debated and developed 
by participants were at the periphery of, or even 
contrary to, state initiatives in education and 
schooling. Of course it is also true that. many of 
the ideas and practites discussed at the congress, 
such as those concerned with .social justice in 
education, were generally in the spirit of state ini
tiatives, although most congress participants 
appeared to take an actively and constructively 
critical view of the forms and consequences of 
contemporary state initiatives in schooling: 

II I ' 

10. Public spheres frequently arise in1practice 
through, or in relation to, the communication net
works associated with social movements; that ·is, 
where voluntary .groupings of participants arise 
in response to a legitimation deficit or a shared 
sense that a social problem has .arisen and ·needs 
to .be addressed. Nevertheless, the public spheres 
created by some organizations (e.g., Amnesty 
International) can be long~standing and well 
organized and can involve notions of (paid) mem
bership and shared objectives. On the other hand, 
many organizations (e.g:, political parties, private 
interest groups) do not ordinarily qualify as 
publit,tspheres for reasons already. outlined 
ih rrelation ~to .other items on this list and also 
becitu,s,e' •they are part .of the sociai order rather 
than social movements. 
- rr Participatory action research groups arid pro
jects'~often. arise in relation to broad social move
m~nts, suohas) he women's movement, ·the'1green 
movbftent, peace movements, the civil rights 
movement-; and other movements for social trans
formation. rhey.ffequehtly arise to explore alter
native\ways ~of.doing tthings .in •settings where the 
impact·'o£1thoseilliovemehts .is otherwise unclear 
orunGenain .(e.g!; innhe conducLof.teaching and 
learning:~iiil schools:.in.the qmduct tof !social wel
fare byifarhily iancltsooial welfaretageilcies, in the 
conduct;ofi c.atchrh.en' mtuiageineni by groups of 
landhblders) l ii'hey.ara~ qn ithe tesources of those 
sotial .movememslanClJeed hackrintofthe broader 
movement§:bofli in terms .ofthe generallpolitical 
potehcy10f)!}l'e movem~nts and in terms oP;under
st'andmg how.the ol:ijeciives' ana methods:of those 
move~:pents ·play out,in the par.ticular kinds of sit
uations .and settings,:( e.g., village life, schooling, 
welfare· practice )'b'eing investigated. 
u, As :some"tof r~the statements of Yunupingu 
(f99l).quoted earlier suggest, the Yirrkala Ganma 
project was •an ·expression of several important 
contemporary ·indigenous social movements in 
Australia, particularly the land rights movement, 
the movement for Aboriginal self-determination 
and control, and (for Australians generally) the 
movement for reconciliation between indigenous 
and nonindigenous Australians.· ~rguably, some 
of the ideas developed in the Ganma project have 
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had a far wider currency than might have been 
expected, for example, through the songs and 
music of Yunupingu's pop group, Yothu Yindi, 
which have resolutely and consistently advocated 
mutual recognition and respect between indige
nous and nonindigenous Australians and have edu
cated and encpuraged nonindigenous Australians 
to understand and respect• .indigenous people, 
knowledge, , communities;~. and. cWtures. ···'fhe 
Ganma project ·•was ·a:;manifestation{of-Jth,ese 
indigenous rights• moveni~hts'rahthe.rloc~l · 1evel 

and in the particular ,s,et!Jng ;~fuichdol~ianq(iWas 
also ·a power.fuLintellectual cdntfib,utiol} to ·shap: 
ing· the :wi4er;~movements.• On ~ the:.one :pand,·th~ 

project rnamed·:and explained;waysd ri.Jwhich 
schooling•was:culturaUy'corrosive·for indigenous 
peoples; on the other hand; it showed that it·was 
po$sible. to•create · and .give rational justifications 
of :alternative; culturally supportive ways of doing 
schooling and education for indigenous people 
and in indigenous communities. f( 

In · the C6rdoba congress, ·there was a strong 
sense of connection to a broad social movement 
for change in Latin American·education and soci
eties. Endemic corruption, ill-considered e,co
nomic adventures, antidemocratic practices,- the 
denial of human rights, ·and-entrenched social 
inequity in a number of Latin American countries 
were opposed and critiqued by many progressive 
people, including many teachers and . education 
professionals, and there was (and is) a hunger for 
alternative forms of education·that.might prevent 
the tragic inheritance of previous regimes (e.g., 
escalating national debt, fiscal crises, impoverish
ment, the collapse of services) from being passed 
on to rising generations of students and citizens. 
The negative/critical and positive/constructive 
aspects of the education movement represented 
in and by the congress are connected to a wider 
social movement for change, but they are also a 
particular and specific source of intellectual, cul
tural, social, political, and economic ideas and 
practices 1hat make a distinctive contribution to 
the shape and dynamics of the wider movement. 
The congress· itself is now something of a rallying 
point for progressive and critical teachers and 
education professionals, but it remains deter
minedly and politely independent of the state and 

commercial sponsors that might seek to exercise 
control over or through it. Its organizers are· con
vinced that their best chance to change the 
climate of thinking about education and society is 
to remain independent of the state machinery of 
social order and to strive only for an indirect role 
in change by having a diffuse role in changing 
things "by the force of better argument" rather 
than striving to· create change through the admin
istrative power available through the machinery 
of the state or •. (:worse) tl}rough any ·kind of coer
cive {orce. The· cQngress ·also·expressed, not only 
inj ts.Written materials but also in its•climate and 
culture, a profound sense of passion, hope, and 
joy; .p'aitkipants cle.arly.Jregard it as 1an opportu
nity td.celebrate p.dssibilities and ·achievements in 
creatingmew.forms·o£ education aimed at making 
(andlspeaking and writi~g into' existence) a better 
future. . , . t, ;·r .1 

These 10 features of ·public spheres describe a 
space for social interaction in which people strive 
for intersubjective agreement, mutual under
standing, and unforced consensus about what to 
do and in which legitimacy arises. These are the 
conditions under which participants regard deci
sions, perspectives, and points of Yiew reached 
in open discussion as compelling for-and even 
binding on-themselves. Such conditions are 
very different from many other forms of com
munication, for example, the kind of functional 
communication characteristic of social systems 
(which aims to achieve particular ends by the 
most efficient means) and· most interest-based 
bargaining (which aims to maximize or optimize 
self-interests )rather than to make the best and 
most appropriate decision for all concerned). 

These conditions are ones under which.practi
cal reasoning and exploratory. action by .a com
munity of practice are possible~theorizing, 
research, and collective action ·aimeo at changing 
practices, understandings of .prac,tices, and the 
settings and situations lin which practice occurs. 
They are conditions under which a loose affilia
tion of people can gather to address a common 
theme based on contemporary problems or 
issues, aiming to inform themselves about the 
core practical question ofl'what is to be done?" in 
relation to the formation and transformation of 
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practice, practitioners, and the settings in which 
practice pccurs at particular times and in partic-
ular places. . . 

As already suggested, , such communities .of 
practice sometimes come into existence when 
advocacy groups believe that problems or issues 
arise in relation to a program, policy,.or practice 
and that change is needed. An example· ~O.\lld 

be ,the kind of collaboration that occurs wb~;n a, 
group of mental health service clients meet. wj~ 
mental health service provi~ers and proff§Sionals 
to explore ways in which to improve mental health 
servic~ delivery at a particular site. Another exam
ple would be .the project work·. of groups of 
teachers and ,students who conduct. participatory 
action research investigations into problems and 
issues in schooling. Anoth.er would be the kind 
of citizens' action campaign ,that . sometimes 
emerges in relation to issues of community ,well
being and development or environmental or 
public health issues. This ,approach to ,the trans
formation of practic~, .understands that changing 
practices is not just a matter of changing the ideas 
of;practitione.rs alone; it also is a matter of chang
ing the social, cultural, discursive, and material 
conditions under which the practice ,occurs, 
including changing the ideas ~g actions of those 
who are ,the clients of professkm!ll practices and 
the ideas and actions of the wider community 
involved in and affected by.-the practice. This 
approach to changing practice, through fostering 
public discourse in public spheres, is also the 
approach to evaluation advocated by Niemi and 
Kemrnis (1999) under the rubric of"communica
tive evaluation" (see also Ryan, 2003). 

Ill MYTHS, MISINTERPRETATIONS, 

AND MISTAKES REVISITED 

In the light of the Habermasian notions of system 
and -lifeworld (explored in our chapter in the sec
ond edition of this Handbook), fhe critique of the 
social macro.;.subject,'and the notion of public spheres 
developed in Between Faats and Norms, we, can 
throw new light on the myths, misinterpretations, 
and mistak~s about critical p~ticipatory action 
research identified earlier in this chapter. The 

fo,llowing comments pre~ent a nece~sar.\ly brief 
summary of some of the ways in whjch our 
understandings of these topics have evolved 
during recent years. 

Empowerment 

. ,, In the ligh~ of the Haben11asian theory of 
S}:Stem , and. lifeworld, we ca,me to understand 
th~ notion of empowenpent neither solely in life
worl.d terms (in terms of the lifeworld processes 
of; !=,ultur~l, so~ial, and personal reproduction and 
trlJ~sJoriJlation , and their effects) nor solely in 
system§ terms.; (in terms of changi,ng systems 
strq.ctlfres. pr functioning or through effects 
prodyc¢Q._.I;>y. .the steering media of mopey and 
~dminis!ra.tive powt;r of organizations and, insti
tutjpn&)-;'Ex;P.lOJWg p.ractices, our understandings 
of tb~;tap.~d th~ ~ettiqgs in which we worked 
frQ.rn. :lWh.Jif~l\'Qrld .?nd system perspectives gave 
us .. rj~hepqitical),nsight into how processes of 
soqj!}l for111~tjpq aJJ.c;i 1tran~fqrmation occur in the 
context~ , of P.l!l'.ticular, proj~~ts. Increasingly!' we 
came1tQ I.ID.der~.!161.9Jempqwerment not only as a 
lifeworld p~;oce~s .pJ P.uJ.tural_, sQcial, anQ. personal 
devdopmwt;~_IJ.9 tltraf!.sJgrma.!ion · but 4also ·as 
irnplyjng ._tb,~t :P.ffit~gQ.l].i§1Sbt;~peri~nced them
selves, .as ,1wq~;kil1g.1 1:>~!4niD' JalJ.ci. aga,inst system 
structur~s ,~n9 • un.~;tions tAQ;l pro:dqce eff~cts 
intended to.!>~ tte_aQ.)n.ch!Wge_Q_sy~tems_structures 
and functioning. From this stereoscopic view, 
system .. &trq!;!ijf!!S an_Q. ,fq.n~!ions are not only 
sources 9.( <;Q!J.Str~jpt but ~sQ sources of possibil
ity, andJite,wQdQ.1pJ9i/ess.~s of cultural, social, and 
pers.op_al, <t:~prp9.tJc;tiO,f! ·,anQ transformation are 
not only~s.o.u,rc;;c;sJ}fip,Qssi~ility but also sources of 
copsJr.?}.!Jt qn chaJ!ge.-Tl}u~, in real-world settings 
inevH@ly cop~tnic!ed by both, the notion of 
empo,we,rm~g~ plays1across the conGeptual boun
dary.,l;letw_~en lifewprld and system, and it now 
seems likely that one would say that ,empower
ment had occurred only when transformations 
were evident in both lifeworld and system aspects 
of a situation. 

In the light of Haberqtas's critique of the social 
macro-subject, we incre~sjngly r~_cognized that the 
notiqn of empowerment is not to be understood 
solely in terms of closed organizations achieving 
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self-regulation (by analogy with ·the sovereignty 
of states) as a process of achieving autonomy and 
self-determination, whether at the level of indi
vidual selves or at the level of some collective 
(understood as a macro-"self"). It turns out that 
neither individual actors nor states can be entirely 
and coherently autonomous and self-regulating. 
Their parts do not form unified and ·coherent 
wholes but rather must be understood in terms of 
notions such as difference, contradiction, · and 
conflict as much ·as unity, coherence,' and iiide
pendence. In the fate ·ofinternal 'and externa:l·dif
ferentiatioh, ·perhaps ideas t suchi • as diaio·gue, 
interdependence \a~d coinpleffientatity are the 
positives'lfor 'Wiiicli'· ohe ' might••hbpe. DespiteJ it's 
rhetorical 'power and its apparent'political neces: 
sity;tilie ' ·concept: of4 .empowerment' ·does' 'not · ln 
reality· •produce •autonomous artcl · independent' 
self-regulation; rath'er, it produces only a capacity 
for individuals, groups, and states to interact 
more coherently with one another in the ceaseless 
processes of social reproduction and transfor
mation. At its best, it names a process in which 
people, groups, and states engage one another 
more 'authentically and with greater recognition 
and respect for difference in making decisions 
that they will regard as legitimate because they 
have participated in them openly and freely, more 
genuinely committed to mutual understanding, 
intersubjective agreement, and consensus about 
what to do. 

In the light of Habermas's commentary on the 
public sphere, the basis for empowerment is not 
to be understood in terms of activism justified by 
ideological position taking; rather, the basis for 
empowerment is the communicative power devel
oped in public spheres through communicative 
action and public discourse. On this view, the aim 
of empowerment is rational and just decisions 
and actions that will be regarded as legitimate by 
those involved and affected. 

The Role of the Facilitator 

In the light of the Habermasian theory of 
system and lifeworld, we came to understand that 
facilitation is not to be understood solely in 

system terms as a specialized role with specialized 
functions, nor is it to be understood solely in life
world terms as a process of promoting the repro
duction and transformation of cultures•, social 
relationships, and identities. Instead, it is to be 
understood as a process to be critically explored 
from both perspectives. The question of facilita
tion ·usually arises when there is an asymmetrical 
relationship ·of knowledge or power between a 
person· expecting or expected to do "facilitation" 
and ~people expecting tpr •expected to be "facili
tated!'iih :rhepto'cess •o'frdomg a project! It is 'naive 
to aJ.eli~ve~that'>s4th"~asyirirnetl'ies will di§appear; 
sometimes )ielp1iiS. fn_eedecli 'An ile .s·ame :time, it 
must 1b'e <r~FMniieo .th'at~ tJ'u'>·se'asynfmetries can 
be'trdfibl~~cime::antl th'l!f there is littie solace•in the 
idea.l:th:at tliey1'tan be:Jmade.~;'sil'fe': !because the 
facilitator aims:to lle "n~Utfal:.'t0rt1the other hand, 
it is na'ive to believe that the person who is asked 
for help, or to be a facilitafor,•will ·l:le ~Ii 'entirely 
"equal" coparticipant along with otners, ·as if•the 
difference · were invisible. Indeed, the .facilitator 
can be a coparticipant, but one with •some sp'ecial 
expertise that may be helpful to the group iii its 
endeavors. The theory of system lmd lifeworld 
allows us to see the doubleness of the role in 
terms of a specialist role and functions in critical 
tension with processes •of cultural, so'cial, and 
personal reproduction and transformation that 
aspire to achieving self-expression, self-realization, 
and self-determination (r~cognizing that the 
individual or collective self iii each case is not a 
unified, coherent, autonomous, responsible, •and 
independent whole entirely capable of self-regu
lation). The stereoscopic view afforded by the 
theory of system and lifeworld provides concep
tual resources for critical enactment and evalua
tion of the role of the facilitator in practice. 

In the light of Habermas's critique of the ·social 
macro-subject, we no longer understand the 
people involved in collaborative patt'icipatory 
action research projects as a closed group with a 
fixed membership; rather, we 'urid~rstand them as 
an open and inclusive network in which the facil
itator can be a.contributing copaiticipant, albeit 
with·particular knowledge or expertise that can be 
of help to -the group. Moreover, at different times, 
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different participants in some groups can and do 
take the facilitator role in relation to different 
parts of the action being undertaken and in 
relation to the participatory action research 
process. 

In the light of Habermas's commentary on the 
public sphere, the facilitator should not be under
stood as an external agent offering technical guid
ance to members of an action group but rather 
should be understood as someone aiming to 
establish or support a collaborative enterprise in 
which people can engage in .exploratory action 
as participants in a public sphere constituted for 
communicative action and public discourse in 
response to legitimation deficits. 

The Research-Action Dualism 

In the light of the Habermasian theory of 
system and lifeworld, action in participatory 
action research should not be understood as 
separated from research in a technical division 
of ilabot-'mirrored in a social divisio~ of labor 
between ·participants and researchers. Instead, 
research1 and,action converge in communicative 
action •aimed·.a~ practical and critical decisions 
about what to do in the extended form of explo
ratory action, that is,· practices of action and 
research jointly projected through history by 
action. Equally, howevehi!~~ 'do1 not und~rstand 
the research and aC:tion 'elenients of participatory 
action research as the ~'natural!' realization of the 
lifeworld processes of,·cUlruralitsocial,• and per
sonal reproduction and·transfof,fmitiomln partic
ipatory action research; 7systerlis !categories of 
structure, functions,:goal~~roles;;and rU!_es are,reb 
evant when a group works 'orra·~p1dject" (imply~ 
ing some measure oUratiorlal7.pljfposive .or 
strategic action). Here agajn,.paiitiGipatoryfaction 
research crosses and recrosses:irth~ ~cohcept).!al 

boundaries between·system ai].d lifeworld asp~cts 
of the life of the project, and ·the:stereoscopic view 
afforded by the theory of .systemfand ,lifeworld 
offers critical resources for exploring and ev~uat
ing the ·extent to which1he.project·mightbecome 
nothing but a rational-pt1rposive .project. and 
the extent to which it risks dissolving into the 

lifeworld processes of the group conducting it. 
Both the research element and the action element 
of the project have system and lifeworld .aspects, 
and both elements are candidates for critical 'explo
ration and evaluation from the perspectives of 
system and lifeworld. Indeed, we might1now con
clude that it is the commitment to conducting this 
critique, in relation to the action, the research, ·and 
the relationship between them, that is the hall
mark.of critical participatory action research. 

·• liJ. ' ,the light of Habermas's critique of the 
social macro-subject, research and action are to 
be understood not in terms of steerin,g functions 
for an individual or for a closed group (e.g., to 
steer the group by exercising administrative 
power) but rather as mutually constitutive 
process.es that create affiliations and coijabora
tive action among people involved in and affected 
by particular kinds of decisions 'and actions. 
. ·In the light of Habermas's •commentary on 
the ·public sphere, research and action are to be 
understood not as separate functions but rather as 
different moments in a unified process of struggle 
characteristic of social movements-struggles 
against irrationality, injustice, and unsatisfying 
social conditions and ways oflife (a unification of 
research for action that recalls the insight that ,all 
social movements are ·also educational move
ments). In the light ofHabermas's (1996, chap. B) 
description of the public .sphere ·in BetweeniFacts 
andWorms, ·we now con~lude that1the. impulse to 
undertake t.participatory• action research ; is an 
impulse 1to subject . practice~s'ocial action-to 
geliberate • and continuing critique •by I making 
action ·deliberately' exploratory and arranging 
thplgs ,so .that1it :will lbe .possible to learn from 
what happens and:to·inake.the process oflearning 
a1collective ,process to be pursued through public 
oiscourse.in a 1public sphere constituted for that 
purpqse . .. 
1 ,,, 

The Role of the Collective 
• il . 

[n the light of the Habermasian theory of 
system and lifeworld, the collective' is not to be 
understood either solely in systems terms, .as an 
organization or institution, or solely in lifeworld 
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terms, as a social group constituted in face-to-face 
social relationships. Instead, it .must be critically 
explored from both perspectives and as consti
tuted by processes associated with each (on the 
systems side: steering media; on the lifeworld 
side: cultural reproduction and transformation, 
social reproduction and transformation, and the 
formation and transformation of individual 
identities and capabilities). 

In the light of Habermas's ·critique of .the 
social macro-subject, the collective should, be 
understood not as a closed group with ~ fixed 

membership.,...-a coherent, unifiedt ·autonomous, 
independent, _and self-regulating .whole-but 
rather as ·•internally~ diverse,• ·differentiated, ~and 
sometimes inc;6nsistent and contradictoty.1 Nor 
does a participatory action research ·group ·stand 
in the position· of an avant -garde in relation. to 
other people and groups in the setting in which 
the research occurs, but it retains its connections 
with those others, just as it retains responsibility 
for the consequences of its actions as they are 
experienced in those wider communities in which 
they take place. 

In the light of Habermas's commentary on the 
public sphere, the collective formed by a partici
patory action research project should be under
stood not as a closed and exclusive group 
constituted to perform the particular organiza
tional roles and functions associated with ·a pro
ject but rather as an open and inclusive space 
constituted to create conditions of communica
tive freedom and, thus, to create communicative 
action and public discourse aimed at addressing 
problems and issues of irrationality, injustice, and 
dissatisfaction experienced by particular groups 
at particular times. In our view, some of the most 
interesting participatory action research projects 
are those directly connected with wider social 
movements (e.g., green issues; issues of peace, 
race, or gender), but it should not go unnoticed 
that many participatory action research projects 
constitute themselves in ways that are very like 
social movements in relation to local issues, 
although often with wider ramifications, for 
example, by addressing issues about the effects of 
hyperrationalization of practices in local settings 

that frequently have much more widespread 
relevance. For example, around the world there 
are hundreds-probably thousands-of different 
kinds of action research projects being conducted 
by teachers to explore the potential and limitations 
of various innovative forms of teaching and learn
ing that address the alienating effects of state reg
ulation of curriculum, teaching, and assessment 
at every .level•of schooling. The multiplication of 
sue~ projects suggests that there is a social move
ment u~~er way aimed at recovering or revitaliz
ing ,education ~ .the ,face Q_f •the. very widespread 
colonization 1.of l'the~JifeworJd of teac~ing and 
learning.br!the imperatives of increasingly mus
cular and intrusi~e ,aaniinistrative ~ystems ·regu
lating and controlling the processes of schooling. 
These projects in• .education are paralleled by 

• • • ' f lJ 1J1 I "fJ!T ! ' . . •' 
s1m1lar act10n research proJects m welfare, 
health, community l·dev'elbp'ment, and other 
fields. Taken together, despite .. their :differences, 
they make an eloquent statement of refusal and 
reconstruction in the face of a version o£ corpo
rate and public administration that places the 
imperative of institutional control above the 
moral and substantive imperatives and virtues 
traditionally associated with the practice of these 
professions. 

r 
D REIMAGINING CRITICAL . ' .. 

PARTICIPATORY ActiON REsEARCH 

The view of critical participatory action r~earch we 
have advanced in this chapter is soine.what ~ifferent 
from the view of it that we held in ,the past. Two 
decades ago, our primary aim was· to envisage and 
enact a well-justified form ,ofl r~search to be 
conducted by teachers and other .professional prac
titioners into their own practices, their understand
ings of their practices, and the •situations in which 
they practiced. Despite our critique of established 
ways of thinking .about social and educational 
research, certain remnant elements of conventional 
perceptions of research continued to survive in the 
forms of research-we advocated, for example, ideas 
about theory, knowledge, and the centrality of the 
researcher in the advancement of knowledge. 
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Two decades ago, we hoped for advances in 
theory through action research that would some
how be simUar to the kinds of theory convention
ally produced or extended in ~e social and 
educatjonal research of tllat time. We expected 
tlw.t practitioners would also develop and ex~end 
their own theories of egucation, but we we~;e per
haps less clear about what the nature and form 
of those theories wpuld 'be. Wf! haq .admired 
Lawrence Stenhouse's definition of .research as 
"systematic enquiry made .public" (Stenhouse, 
1975) but had given less thoqght to 1how those 
theories might emerge in a literature of practi
tioner r~searcp. Now we. have a clearer idea that 
sometimes the theories that motivate, guide, and 
inform prac;titioners' action are frequently in the 
form of collective. {ll'}derstandings that elude easy 
codific;9tion iD ·fue forms .conventionally used in 
learned·jqu~vals and bgoks .. They accumulate in 
co_nyersati9J!§, archiv~~ of ~vidence, and the 
~har~d lqiowledge oft~Qmm~-Lniti~s of practice. 

[wg de!=a~e.s ,.agq, almqugh we had regarded 
"knowleqge'~. ¥,1!!.,probl~ID9tic c~t~gqry and had 
distinguished: b.etw~p. ·th.~1 priyate knowledge of 
individuals ,al)d .Q.l~~fqUective . knowledge of 
research field~ ;:l.ndjra.9.iti9n~, we ;prQ.Qably valued 
the knowledge ~otlt!=.ome~. ;pf re~earch. over the 
practical out~g.me.§;.ot p~tjfip~nt rese.a;ch-the 
effects of participant r~Jif!9I!;~W J:hanging SJ>cial 
and educational , pr:9£tk§§, mnd~r.stiin_qings of 
those practices, and Ltb~; situa~,igh§ a.nQ;s~ttipgs of 
practice. Now we have;a...o.l¢!!r,.erjdeMb~t t}l~ out-, 
comes of participatqry J!GJ:jP%C:.S~iircill jge writt~Q 
in histories-the h.istor.ks ... .Qf~prac~Lo~~§, ,c;oJ11n 
munities, the people with-~hqmJ!lt.f.Yuinle..~a.<; t, 
and (again) c.omml!Aitie~ o..f-p@~!L\e_,•A_.nfi.;W~j s.e~ 
that the outcomes 9f P¥ tic,ip9.t.9I.y il.fti.O!l ~~~~B.Ich; 
are to be read in terms· P~N~!orjHLcQP.§~ql}.el!.<;.~~. 
for partici~a11ts ap.d Qt4er~!ip.v~L~§f \iiiJ~ ~~ei~te.4 
by the ac;t10n people hiiYe}~~!!.'!l!~&edt~lO}·~~y; 
against the criteriop _ o~it .,u!h lwt w,so, agrunstJ he 
criteria of wisdOJll.i!flQ.~pr.!lden~e,tW,~tris, whether 
people were bett~r off in terms .of. ,t.h!! , ~onse
quences they exp~.ri~nc!!q! We, ,can. ·a~k -wbether 
their understandings qL the.ir,.situat.i.91}S 11re kss 
irrational (or ideologic;ijly skewed) than before, 
whether their action ts less ,unproductive and 

unsatisfying for those involyed, or whether the 
social relations between people in, the sit1;1a.tion 
are less inequitable or unjust than .before. Tl\e 
product of participator:y action rese!lrch is not 
just knowledge but also different his~qries than 
might have existed if participants had not ip.ter
vened to transform their practices, underst.and
ings, and situations and, thus, transformed the 
histories that otherwise seemed likely to come 
into being. We look for the produ!=tS of participa
tory actioQ research in collective action and the 
making and remaking of collective histories. 

Two ,decades ago, we were excited by ,participa
tory rese.arch that connected with social move
ments and mad~ changes in particular kinds of 
professional practices (e.g., nursing, education, 
community development, welfare), but we . were 
less aware than . we are now that this kind of 
engagement with social moveiJ1ents is a two-way 
street. Social movements can be expressed and 
realized in the settil}gs .of .professional practice 
(e.g., the powerful connections made. between the 
wQm~n's movement and health or education or 
between green issues and education or ,commu
nity' development), but social movements also 
take strength and direction from partic.ip!ltory 
studies that explore and critically r.inyestigate 
issues in the particular conte~s 9f ,diff~rent )9nds 
Qf•soci~l pr~ctices. So.cial II\OV!!~ent~.~~tag~ndas 
around .th.e·br9~cl tQ!!Il)es ,t4~t are,the.i.( fo!=\1&, but 
studies of particul~r practig~s 1a.n~ local l s~ettings 

als..9 .sho,:1V ibQw A ifferently,t t4.q~e}1~oa:d .• themes 
must be t,m~.rs!oqd .iflJterm& pf issu~s ·identified 
ii1 :ir.l jg~p.fu ~Qc;~l. iliv..~_s_tiga~OllS- 'Now .. we have a 
c~~~r¢t ~qe_tsttl!.cllng ·not .o.nly ,that participatory 
~ctign .. re~e_a_rgfi ... ~p.r~s~es the spirit of its time in 
t~rms~ .ofjgiv!IJ.g .life .to ·soci!ll movements in local 
s~ttt!lgs :or~: relatio.n to particular themes (e.g., 
g~p.q~r, indigenous rights) but also that local 
i_Dvestigatio.ns into locally: felt dissatisfactions, 
disquiets, or concerns also op~n up themes of 
broader interest, sometimes linking to existing 
s_ocial movements but also bringing into existence 
new movements for transformation in profes~ 

sional fields and in the civillife·of communities. 
Now, in judging the long-term success. of partici
patory action research projects, we are more likely 
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to ask about the extent to which they have fed 
collective capacities for transformation locally and 
in the widening sphere of social life locally, 
regionally, nationally, and even internationally, 
as has happened in the history of participatory 
action research as it has contributed to the devel
opment of people~ collective communicative power. 

Most particularly, two decades ago we val
orized the researcher. According to conventional 
views of research, researchers were the, people at 
the center of the research act -heroes in the quiet 
adventures of building knowledge and theory.1We 
encouraged partidpant research that wodld·mhke 
"ordinary" pnictition'ersJ local heroes :of khowl-' 
edge building and theory buildirigtatid ~ollal:i6ni
tive research that 'woUld · niake .•heroic tea·ms ' of 
researching'· pnittitiohets"wnd 'pfodiked new 
understandings ·ill tlieir communities and com
mu·nities of practiCe:·· Increasingly, in those days, 
we saw .tes'earch "collectivesl' as key activist 
groups tliat would make and change history. 
We continue to advocate this view of participatory 
research as making history 'by making 
exploratory changes. Now, however, our critiques 
of the research-action dualism, and our changing 
views of the facilitator and the research collective, 
encourage us to believe that critical participatory 
action research needs animateurs but that it also 
thrives in public spheres in which people can take 
a variety of roles as researchers, questioners, 
interlocutors, and interested observers. And if we 
reject the 1heroic view of history as being "made" 
by individuals-great men or great women
then ' we must see the real transformations of 
history as transformations made by ordinary 
people working together in the light of emerging 
themes, issues, and problems (e.g., via social 
movements). We now see a central task of partic
ipatory action research as including widening 
groups of people in the task of making their own 
history, often in the face of established ways of 
doing things and often to overcome problems 
caused by living with the consequences of the 
histories others make for us-often the conse
quences of new ways of doing things that were 
intended to improve things but that turned out to 
have unexpected, unanticipated, and untoward 

consequences for those whom the new ways were 
intended to help. As we hope we have shown, 
Habermas's description of public discourse in 
public spheres gives us another way in which 
to think about who can do "research" and what 
research might be like if it is conceptualized as 
exploratory action aimed at nurturing and feed
ing public discourse in public spheres. Now we are 
less in'clined to think in terms of heroes of knowl
edge building O! 'even oHeroes of history mak
ing; we are ' mo'ie ·inclined to think in terms of 
people wofking together to· develop ·a greater col
le'ctive ~capaCity to1tchat'ige the·,cirdtinstances of 
their oMtl livd·,in •terms ofl'c6llective capacity 
briildMg.1 '~' •fl.l:i:tl c•m.. nfll i'~:· 1'11cL :.I ., 

··r! Now, 1fuore ~s Ci' 1 th'an hXO decades 1ago,' we are 
excited •by notions• bf 'collective) Understanding, 
colleetive' research:•,cl'minuiiiicaiive power, and 
collective'capacity. We are1 uitetestea 'in describ
ing ana identifying conditlohs under which 
people can investigate their own :professional 
fields or community circumstances to1 develop 
communicative power and strengthen 1heir col
lective capacity. In ~'projects" and movements 
aimed at collective capacity building, we see 
people securing new ways of working ort the 
basis of collective commitment. We see them 
achieving new ways of working and new ways of 
being that have legitimacy because · their deci
sions' are made in conditions .. like those we 
described in the last section...!....the conditions of 
public discourse in public spheres. Now, mote so 
than two decades ago, we see participatory action 
research as a process of sustained collective delib
eration coupled with sustained c6lleative· investi
gation of a topic, a problem, an issue,· a concern, 
or a theme that allows people to explore possibil
ities in action, judging them by their conse
quences in history and moving with ra ·measure 
of tentativeness and prudence (inLsome cases 
with great courage in the face of•violei:tce and 
coercion) but also with the support that comes 
with solidarity. ·. · '' 

This account of what We now value as out
comes and ·consequences of participatory action 
research-well-justified and agreed-on collective 
action that reduces the world's stock of irrationality, 
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injustice, inequity, dissatisfaction, and unproduc
tive ways of doing things-may seem a far cry from 
the kind of justification for much social and edu
cational research: Perhaps more modestly, that 
research makes few claims to changing his'~oty for 
the better and promises only hpprdved ~owl
edge and theories that may contribute t~ dearer 
understanding and improved policy and practice. 

J l I I 

That is not necessarily the way it is used, of 
course; sometimes "sc~entific" theories or find: 
ings are used to justify social programs, policies, 
and practices of breathtaking foolhardiness .. Our 
advocacy of critical participatory research is 
intended partly as an antidote to such foolhardi
ness but also to insist, in an age of hyperrational
ity and the technologization of everything, that 
people can still, gaps and miscues notwithstand
ing, have a hope of knowing what they are doing 
and doing what they think is right and, more par-

, ' 
ticularly, doing less of what they think will have 
untoward consequences for , themselves and 
others. Perhaps this is to take too "activ:i&t" a view 
of participatory action research and to give up 
on the conventional understanding .that people 
should wait for experts and theorists to tell them 
what will work best-what'will be best for them. 

In 1957, in the journal of Educational Sociology, 
Harold Hodgkinson presented a critique of action 
research that he 'tegarded as "a symptom of the 
time~ in which we live" (Hodgkinson, 1957, 
p. 152). Against_ Arthur Foshay, wtiom he quoted 

~ \ 1 • \ I I 1 

as saying, "~ooperative actiop research is an 
approach to making what we qo consistent with 
what we believe" (which we would argue fails to 
acknowledge the power of action research to put 
our ideas to the test and correct what we believe), 
Hodgkinson retorted, 

This is simply not so. Action research merely 
focuses attention on the ,doing and eliminates most 
of the necessity for believing. We are living in a 
"doing" age, and action research allows people the 
privilege of"doing" something. This method could 
easily become an end in itself. (p.153) 

' Hodgkins<;m , (1957) believed that action 
research would produce "teachers who spend much 
of their time measuring and figuring, playing 

with what Dylan Thomas would call !easy hobby 
games for little engineers"' (p. 153). He held out 
for the great scientific generalizations, based on 
sound empirical and statistical methods that 
would provide a secure scientific basis for what 
teachers could or should do. 

those other approaches to research have pro
duced some justifications for improved ways of 
working 1ID education, social work, community 
develop_ment, and other spheres of social action. 
They will continue to do so. But they will always 
create a problem of putting the scientist as 
'fexperf.l in the-position of mediator, that is, medi
atmg'"between •the knowledge and action and,the 
theor.y and1practice of practitioners and ordinary 
people)'ut hey will always create disjunctions 
behv,eeh.'What ·scientific communities and ,policy
maker~ ,,b'elieve to .be prudent courses of action 
and1the £~ur~~s of a~tion that people would (and 
will) choo~~, for themselves, knowing the conse
quenq~s ,,qf. their actions and practices for the 
people with_ whqm they work. For two decades, we 
have insisted that practitioners' interpretive cate
gories (not just<.how they think about their work 
but also ·h'chv,they'thi]Jklabout their world) must 
be thl<eli tinto accoilnt·!ifi' tleciding what, when, 
whether, and' how resealch•sflollld be conducted 
into ·'pr~fessi~n~ lptaEtCte r aii·a' ~community life. 
Critical partlciBatofy'actiorr~~~aich is an expres-
. ' " f''tli1nll1i olhh'l••il~ .,d• 't"J1.I•H • ll' \.1 ' . h ston o 

1
1s \!UP~Ise, an t vas proveu, m un-

dreds of stu~!e~ , to be a ~eans by which people 
have transformed th_eir worlds. Sometimes, per
haps, things h~ve not turned out fo~ the better, but 
many .times people have,~oncluded that their par
ticip~tory1~ction r~s~ar~h work_has changed their 
circumstances 1or. the better and avoided unto
ward co·nsequehces that they otherwise would 
have had to'enclure'.•This has been true in rebuild
ing ~ducatibn 'in South Africa, in literacy cam
paigns in Nicaragua, in developments in nursing 
prat~ic~ 1'ffi,_ Ausiralia, in improving classroom 
ie~~liffig ' iri ,the United Kingdom, in community 
deve}op{llent in ~he Philippines, . in farms in 
Sri Lat*,~! in community governance in India, 
in ~proving ~ater ~upplies in Bangladesh, and in 
hun<4~ds of other settings around the world. These 
are not "easy hobby games for little engineers;' as 
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Hodgkinson might have it, but rather matters 
of great human and social significance. These 
people might not have changed the world, but 
they have changed their worlds. Is that not the 
same thing? They might not have changed every
thing everywhere, but they have improved things 
for particular people in particular places and in 
many other places where their stories have trav
eled. We do not think that.it is too immodest an 
aspiration to judge participatory action research 
in terms of historical consequences .. Indeed, per" 
haps we judge too much· social ,and educational 
science agafust •too Jow!Ja ,bart We are rused .to 
expecting too little helpiromrit, and our,expe_cta
tions have been met. Under•such ciroumst~~:nces, 
we believe,people would be'wis'etto conduct!¢eir 
own research into their own practices land situa
tions. Under..such.circumstances, there·continues 
to be •a need for critical .participatory action 
research. 

U!l NoTEs 

I. The quotation is from page 334 of the German 
edition of Habermas's (1992a) Faktizitiit und Geltung 
(Between Facts and Norms). 

2. This description is adapted from Kemmis and 
Brennan Kemmis (2003). 

3. This description is adapted from Kemmis 
(2004). . .. 
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